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ABSTRACT

Legg, Emily M. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2016. Listening to Our Stories in Dusty
Boxes: Indigenous Storytelling Methodology, Archival Practices, and the Cherokee
Female Seminary. Major Professor: Patricia Sullivan.

Influenced by a drive to seek out interdisciplinary connections within Rhetoric and
Composition and to put these intersections into practice, this dissertation seeks out the
ways indigenous ways of knowing, such as storytelling, can provide a heuristic to
understand the ways our dappled discipline works to create community-based
knowledges, and how these knowledges sustained through storytelling can recover the
histories in our discipline by opening up our boundaries framed by dominant origin
stories. Building on the work of decolonial and indigenous scholars, this dissertation
asserts that indigenous storytelling encourages researchers to re-tool dominant
methods in existing colonial structures in order to do the work of knowledge-making
that more easily includes posthuman practices alongside distinctively human ones.
Using the Cherokee Female Seminary during the nineteenth century as a case for this
kind of methodology, storytelling uncovers and builds relationships through
participatory means, contextualizing both the human and non-human agents in archival
work that can work to decenter the discipline by using knowledge-making through

xii
storytelling as an active, balancing force. The result is revisionist history, but it’s also a
returning present reality--the reality that these archives have always already been
indigenous even in a colonized state, the reality that our research methodology need to
navigate colonial structures still present, and the reality we, as scholars, must seek
reflective practices that are vigilant against our own cultural ecologies. While enriching
historiographic work in Rhetoric and Composition, the storytelling in this dissertation
develops interdisciplinary themes in knowledge-making practices that are indigenous,
rhetorical, posthuman, and ecological, and can be applied to research methodologies in
professional writing, digital rhetorics, and historiography

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Prologue: Locating our Writing in Dusty Boxes

Driving down a rural, dusty road on my way to Tahlequah, OK during the waning
daylight of oranges, pinks, and purples was at once a familiar drive from my youth as
well as a trip motivated by that familiar research itch. That motivation compelled me to
spend the next few days buried in the archives of the library at Northeastern State
University researching the histories of the Cherokee Female and Male seminaries. Like
so many other Cherokee, my family had been removed from their homes in Tennessee
and Georgia, relocated west to Indian Territory, and eventually settled in the
Cooweescoowee District of the Cherokee Nation. As a kid in Oklahoma, summer days
meant traveling back to these places, spending time fishing, driving down country roads,
wandering around the ghost town of Centralia, where my grandparents grew up, and
listening to their stories. During these times, I learned about my relatives, my heritage,
and Cherokee history and our connection to the seminaries. If we weren’t fishing or
sitting around the house during a hot summer day, we were visiting museums, which
offered the promise of air conditioning that nature just couldn’t supply. As I roamed
through the Cherokee Heritage Center, gazing up at the last three remaining pillars of
the original seminary building in Park Hill, OK, I would search for my family’s roots in the
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museum corners, thinking that just maybe I would see a name a recognize or a face that
resembled my own. Beyond these museum displays that offered only vague connections
to the ancestors I sought out, what I knew of the seminary was grounded in the stories
about my great-grandmother, who had been a student there. Each time I saw her faded
diploma and other papers from the seminary tucked away in my grandparents’ closet (a
sort of personal archive of various ephemera), I understood that ephemera like these
were kept long after she had passed as a source of pride for our family. These moments
and stories kept coming back to me as I made this particular drive. With the stories of
my great-grandmother close at hand and the familiar landscape out of the windows, I
came to the archives at Northeastern State with a desire to research hints of a story that
spoke to the histories of rhetoric and composition as well as challenged the historical
narratives in our discipline that have structured our familiar locations of writing today.
And, just like so many summer before, I harbored a secret hope to find my own family
stories tucked away in these institutionalized gray boxes.
However, what I found in these archives told a different story than what I had
expected knowing the histories of my ancestors and the stories they told. What I found
were legal documents, news articles, and promotional materials from the seminaries
that were collected and organized in ways that decontextualized these artifacts from
the Cherokee. Legal documents mirrored a colonized point of view that was forced
assimilation to Eurocentric ideas of educational practices and reinforced a separate
sphere educational model. News articles from larger print runs emphasized a similar
“whiteness” that was also present in various promotional materials. In fact, on the
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surface of it all, you could just remove the word “Cherokee” in the titles and this didn’t
seem any different from other nineteenth century seminary schools in the Northeast.
But this was not the history I had become accustomed to hearing. Any Cherokee I talked
to spoke only of the pride they had in their own educational practices and how the
Cherokee Nation had always emphasized the importance of education as an integral
aspect of their culture. The story of education from the Cherokee I knew ranged from
tales of Sequoyah, who introduced writing through the development of the syllabary, to
the members of the tribe who quickly transitioned from an oral society to a literate
society seemingly overnight, to the creation of a Cherokee owned newspaper (still in
print today), and even more tales of the foundation of schools, owned and operated by
tribal members during a time when the southeastern portions of the newly formed
United States was very much considered the frontier. Not only is there an extreme
sense of pride in these stories, but there is also survivance—something to me that was
being obfuscated in the university archives.
What I experienced that day echoes what Robert J. Connors and others
articulate about historical research, archives, and our own personal experiences. He
explains that “along with the historian’s current perceptions and the inert archival
material that can be worked with or discarded, there is one more source of data that
the conscientious historian must keep in mind: his or her own prejudices” (21). This
doesn’t come as any surprise to me—I knew that I was prejudice the moment I stepped
into those archives. I wanted to find the empirical evidence that supported the cultural
knowledge I had received through my family and through my tribe. I had a personal
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attachment to those stories, and yet, I felt the pull to be the historian and the
researcher that could toss aside and “method” away that bias. Expanding on Connors’
claims that “the only way of dealing with our always already being prejudiced is to study
the prejudices as data” (21). Treating prejudice as data, in this case, works both ways-not just from the researcher’s own lived experiences, but from the artifacts being
researched in archival studies. In the process of assessing, collecting, cataloguing, and
storing, these archival collections have their own inherent bias imposed on them by the
archivist. In the process of trying to remove all bias, the archivist recontextualizes these
materials through classification stemming from Eurocentric practices and organization
imbedded deep in archival work. To not treat this as data is to ignore a vital aspect of
the archives’ nature and being. In my specific research experience, the archival bias and
data pointed to stories of colonization and assimilation not just in the artifacts and what
was represented, but in the very existence of these archives not collected, assessed, or
stored by the Cherokee. These archives along with several other collections concerning
the Cherokee Female Seminary are housed outside of tribal ownership and control,
always already existing in a colonized state. Aware of two points of data I had
collected—the indigenous stories and the colonized stories—I realized that my research
needed to be guided by more than already accepted archival research practices. My
research needed to be complicated and practiced through a methodological approach
that could navigate these complex, interwoven stories.
As I walked into the archives and special collections that hot, Oklahoma morning,
I came to listen and gather the stories that still remain of a place of indigenous
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education and writing during the nineteenth century—the Cherokee Female Seminary.
Despite the forced erasure of these indigenous histories, these stories and documents
still remain and still speak to us. My story and this dissertation falls into such categories
as revisionist history, disciplinary landscaping, and archival research; however, given
that this story is also steeped in indigenous teachings, locations, and culture, my aim is
to not only tell a story of composition teaching in the Cherokee seminaries, but to
practice the act of storytelling as an indigenously situated research method approach to
archival research.
This dissertation will develop an indigenous storytelling methodology that seeks
to respond to the colonized structures within archival practices and present in a
historiography, specifically serving the disciplinary histories of Rhetoric and Composition.
Building on the decolonial theories of Deloria, Mignolo, Smith, Wilson, and Vizenor, the
second chapter establishes a theoretical framework for using storytelling as indigenous
knowledge-making practices and methodologies. While decolonial work focuses on the
need to expose and dismantle colonial power structures, researchers also need to show
that indigenous methodologies will work to navigate these colonial systems that are
ecologically networked within power structures and cultures. To do this, the chapter will
draw connections and assert distinctions between decolonial work and indigenous
methodologies. It will trace current work on indigenous methodologies (Denzin, Kovach,
Wilson) and explore what it means to “indigenize” our research methods, specifically
turning to archival practices. By establishing the current methods of archival work, I
complicate these methods by drawing specific attention to the colonial structures
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inherent in archival research methods, and the need to indigenous methodologies when
doing archival and recovery work.
Chapter 3 articulates what I am calling an indigenous storytelling methodology
by examining storytelling practices and indigenous teachings. By comparing the ways
that stories and storytelling are approached in various disciplinary spaces, such as
literary theory, linguistics, and anthropology, I offer an indigenous approach to
storytelling that treats stories and storytelling not as object of study, but as a
knowledge-making practice. By developing a storytelling theoretical framework, my
dissertation enacts this framework to build a methodology that employs storytelling in
order to understand the complex rhetorical ecologies that situate participants, materials,
environments, technologies, and cultural practices together. Storytelling as praxis
develops a networked way of knowing so that we may re-tool dominant methods of
research that exist within colonial structures and top-down knowledge-making practices.
Whereas the third chapter of my dissertation focuses on the theoretical and
methodological force of storytelling, Chapter 4 breaks down the specific means of
storytelling as methodology through an analysis of the actions of storytelling models
and modes of stories in indigenous spaces. By articulating the subtle differences
between a Eurocentric worldview and an indigenous worldview, this analysis looks at
the ways that storytelling embodies a posthuman framework that enables researchers
to realize the complex ecologies that methods and artifacts uncover. Because of the
posthuman impulse within a storytelling methodology, I draw connections between
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archival research and posthuman relationships in order to indigenize historiography that
has been firmly placed in colonized research spaces.
In Chapter 5, I will use storytelling methodologies as a methodological
framework for the archival work I did on the pedagogical practices at the Cherokee
Female Seminary, which will serve as a case study for disciplinary history that does not
follow Eurocentric models of education. This research explores the way that tribal
teachings on gender balance were not assimilated out of the pedagogical concerns at
both the male and female Cherokee seminaries after the Cherokee Nation was removed
from their homes in the southeast to the plains of Oklahoma. Framing my archival work
through a storytelling methodology, my research recovers composition pedagogical
practices at the seminary, challenges the dominant Eurocentric histories of Rhetoric and
Composition, and complicates origin stories focused on the Harvard Method and
Current-Traditionalist pedagogies.
My dissertation concludes by synthesizing the ways indigenous storytelling
methodology impacts archival practices and the disciplinary histories of Rhetoric and
Composition and encourages participatory knowledge-making practices that ask
researchers to engage in human and object centered ecologies. I argue that these
methodologies are absolutely necessary in order to de-center the histories of Rhetoric
and Composition and to push the boundaries to re-landscape our disciplines so that
other stories and voices are heard and recognized. I see a need for indigenous research
methodologies and knowledge-making practices grounded in storytelling and
relationships in order to recover and re-contextualize a history that speaks to and
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against the dominant narratives resulting from these colonial practices and the erasure
of indigenous voices. I end with a call for additional inquiry into indigenous
methodologies with the goal to expand the scope of these methodologies and impact of
indigenous studies in our fields, specifically by focusing on technological and
pedagogical applications.
While enriching my historiographic work, the storytelling methodology in this
project develops interdisciplinary themes in knowledge-making practices that are
indigenous, rhetorical, posthuman, and ecological, and can be applied to research
methodologies in professional writing, digital rhetorics, and historiography. Our
locations of writing have been landscaped by the annals of history. To listen to these
landscaped locations buried in the archives with our minds attuned to the cultural
locations as well, we can turn our labors to re-landscaping what has been pruned away.
The story I am going to tell here sits at the intersections of colonization, acculturation,
and erasure, but also opens up the spaces of disciplinary history. This story offers an
often-overlooked counter-narrative to the available narratives of Current-traditionalism
and Harvard that appear to be the prominent history of nineteenth century composition
history. While there is a finality in artifacts, the stories we tell continue and open up our
locations and histories. Even when limited to materials, our work is to push these
boundaries and listen to our stories tucked away in dusty boxes.
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CHAPTER 2. STORIES OF DECOLONIZING AND INDIGENOUS METHODOLOGIES

2.1

Contested Research Practices

Research in indigenous places (both historical and contemporary) has been a
contested space within and outside of indigenous cultures, but not always so within
universities and across disciplines. Perhaps telling of this is one of the most heavily cited
sentences from Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s text, Decolonizing Methodologies: “…the term
‘research’ is inextricably link to European imperialism and colonialism. The work itself,
‘research’ is probably one of the dirtiest words in the indigenous world’s vocabulary”
(Smith 1). Having been the subject of history books, anthropological studies,
observations, ethnographies, museum displays—the list continues—American Indians
are aware of their scant academic capital to various disciplines practicing research. Vine
Deloria, Jr., prominent Indigenous writer, cites work done in anthropology as a case for
colonized research practices. He explains, “You may be curious as to why the
anthropologist never carries a writing instrument. He never makes a mark because he
ALREADY KNOWS what he is going to find. He need not record anything except his daily
expenses for the audit, for the anthro found his answer in the books he read the winter
before” (Custer 80). Deloria continues by urging anthropologists as well as other
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academics to practice reciprocity, as established in feminist methodologies, in their
research by helping American Indians and to stop their practices of distanced observing.
However, Deloria is still suspect of these researchers. He continues, “[T]he
anthropologist is only out on the reservations to VERIFY what he has suspected all
along—Indians are very quaint people who bear watching” (80). These charges set forth
here by Smith and Deloria, as well as others, ask us as academics to turn away from our
understanding of knowledge making as traditionally situated in the Academy in dark,
windowless libraries that contain previous works to build upon—work that has followed
colonial practices of research. Throughout their work and alongside the work of others,
Smith and Deloria have articulated a cultural need to attend to these colonial structures
in research—their work goes beyond just suggesting a practice, but rather a creating not
only a space but a need for decolonial work outside of the marginalized spaces of
Academia.

2.2 Archives and Research: Need for Methodologies
Historiography, especially for indigenous peoples, is and remains a colonized
space where the act of researching history even is granted only to those in power. This
holds true for all non-dominant research methodologies. Donna Haraway’s story of
Margaret Cavendish, alive from 1623-1673, requested permission to attend a working
session of the all-male Royal Society. Since she was an expert and established writer on
natural philosophy as well as a prominent benefactress, the society ultimately let her
attend. However, not only did the society feel the need to redo all of the experiments
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from the day she attended, for the next 300 years, all women were barred from
attending the Royal Society because there mere presence may have queered the results
of the research being conducted (32). As the saying so often goes, “History is written by
the victors,” and it’s not a far stretch to add “Research is written by the victors.” One
way this has been accomplished is that indigenous peoples have been removed from
historical work, including through the simplification of oral cultures and the inability to
produce history without writing. According to Hayden White, narrative (a mode of oral
cultures) “has been viewed for the most part neither as a product of a theory nor as the
basis for a method, but rather as a form of discourse which may or may not be used for
the representation of historical events” (White 2). Fr. Walter J. Ong reiterates this point,
focusing on the oral-literate binary, and stating “Orally presented sequences are always
occurrences in time, impossible to ‘examine,’ because they are not presented visually
but rather as utterances which are heard” (Ong 98). The idea that oral cultures lack a
thingness to examine, to look back on, means that there is slippage in meaning and
veracity in stories (or at least the possibility of such loss). “That means that what
distinguishes ‘historical’ from ‘fictional’ stories is first and foremost their contents,
rather than their form,” explains White. He continues that this emphasizes the
simulacrum and mimesis of the event, rather than the lived, historical event, even if it is
an accurate representation (White 3). While this idea that all history is fiction is now
commonly placed within postmodernity, to indigenous peoples, the ability to tell their
histories through traditional methods, such as oral narrative, is delegitimized in
academia. “Just when minorities are insisting on telling their own histories,” Craig
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Womack explains, “they find out that history is fiction--and perhaps, not fiction having
the virtues that novelists and storytellers celebrate” (Womack 353). If stories are fiction,
only a reflection of reality, where does that leave the native historian? Where does she
turn to dismantle the colonizer’s claim if her words are mere vestiges of reality,
unacceptable to those in power?
If orality lacks thingness (or at least the stability of a thing), a researcher turns to
the world of things to legitimize those histories through their material afterlife. In other
words, historians can rely on the archives. The allure of the archives grows from the
roots of “a positivist methodology centered upon the painstaking accumulation of
documentary evidence, followed by patient study and detailed comparative analysis”
(Freshwater 730). Even the turn away from such positivist theory didn’t impact the draw
to the objects collected, assessed, and stored as archival evidence (731). Rhetoric and
Composition scholars have felt this allure and have been drawn to archival research
through a similar legitimizing of the discipline's histories. Being drawn into the “Archive,
the storehouse of data about the past, “Connors eloquently states, “The Archive must
be explored, analyzed, cross checked, deconstructed, reconstructed, made meaning of,
be stripped, checked, and polished” (Connors 17). As I read and feel this same pull to
the Archive that Connors describes, I cannot ignore the colonizing language in this
approach. Replace “Archive” with “Indigenous Culture” and the sentiment becomes as
dirty as the research that Smith and Deloria so heavily critique. Even so, Connors argues
that “Here, for the composition historian, is the world of the written word, the picture,
the table, the diagram, the voice on the tape. The Archive is where storage meets
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dreams, and the result is history” (17). Faced with the postpositivist claim that research
and history can only be known imperfectly through fictional biases, it stands to reason
that the archive, even to the indigenous scholar, holds promises and dreams to escape
the bind of orality. Archives serve to emplace the researcher in the realities of the past.
And yet, while archives are filled with the reality of thingness in artifacts, Carolyn
Steedman reiterates what Connors explores, claiming: “The Archive is also the place of
dreams” (Steedman 69). These dreams reside not in what is found, but the possibilities
of what is not found yet. Even as the archive is meticulously curated and documented,
“in actual Archives, through the bundles may be mountainous, there isn’t in fact, very
much there. The Archives is not potentially made up of everything, as in human memory;
and it is not the fathomless and timeless place in which nothing goes away that is the
unconscious” (68). Steedman captures the ability to still sense the archives as a place of
dreams for the researcher because common sense tells us that there are holes,
destroyed records, artifacts that were not deemed worthy enough to collect, and
artifacts that just ended up lost. Even a culling of artifacts opens up the discourse for
new interpretations and research based on the same collections (68-69). Archives,
through interpretive work done by historians, are able to leave the realm of “stuff” and
enter into a place of human memory, and as we know, memory can be interrogated,
situated, interpreted, and retold (67). In this place that slips between the realities of
stuff and the possibilities of memories, we find the ability to dream and invent
(Biesecker 124). Steedman continues, “To that that place where the past lives, where ink
on parchment can be made to speak, still remains the social historian's dream, of
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bringing to life those who do not for the main part exist, not even between the lines of
state papers and legal documents, who are not really present” (70). So we return back
to the role of archives in historical research: Archives serve as a place of both the
written word through artifacts and the oral world through interpretation and
representation. No wonder scholars in Rhetoric and Composition seek out the archives
to define a disciplinary legacy as other scholars in other disciplines have also done.
Barbara Biesecker categorizes this space as inventive as well as rhetorical: “Indeed, from
the historicity of the archive, rhetorics; out of the deconstruction of the material
presence of the past and, thus, in relation to what the archive cannot authenticate
absolutely but can (be made to) authorize nonetheless, issues an invitation to write
rhetorical histories of the archives, which is to say, critical history of the situated and
strategic uses to which archives have been put” (130). Because of the rhetorical nature
of the archives, the archives are a productive and prolific space for scholars.
Scholars, such as Kitzhaber, Brereton, Berlin, Gold, Enoch, Crowley, Hobbs,
Graban, Mastrangelo, Ritter, and others have situated their work deep in the archives,
envisioning and re-envisioning histories of rhetoric and composition scholarship and
pedagogies. Yet, while this archival work has certainly been productive and necessary
for the discipline, the Archive can still produce an authoritative origin story, even though
the archive is the seat of rhetorical and historical invention. Malea Powell speaks out
strongly against the tendency to emphasize this origin story through our historical
research, explaining, “Our discipline's inclination to fetishize the text above the body,
combined with the narrowness of vision that insists on connecting every rhetorical
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practice on the planet to Big Daddy A and the one true Greco-Roman way does not
exactly build a sustainable platform for the continued vibrancy of our disciplinary
community” (Agnew 243). She calls for a turn away from colonial discourse and asks
Rhetoric and Composition scholars to “rely on rhetorical understandings different from
that singular, inevitable origin story” (244). This is certainly true for Rhetoric and
Composition research that is conducted in the archives. While I have certainly felt the
promise of the Archive as a site of dreams, invention, and allure, the archives still
remain a seat of colonial structures and powers. This became inherently clear as I began
my own recovery work in Rhetoric and Composition, searching through the archives of
the Cherokee Female Seminaries. These archives were still a product of 1830s research
practices, which perhaps not coincidentally, was the height of removal practices
instituted in Andrew Jackson’s America and a time of greatly felt and overt colonization
of the indigenous peoples of that same America. Specifically, the archives I sought out
were housed in forgotten floors of university libraries, maintained by the state,
organized by archivists without any connection to the Cherokee people. In so much that
I value the work that archival research can do and the promise of scholarship that could
potentially speak against the Rhetoric and Composition origin stories, I knew that
traditional approaches to archival research would not suffice. I needed a methodology
that championed the inventiveness of the archives through both written and
memorialized artifacts but could rely on different rhetorical approaches that grew out of
indigenous practices. To do so, I turned to two different schools of research
methodologies: decolonial and indigenous.
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2.3

Tracing Decolonizing Methodologies

The need for methodologies that respond to colonial power structures is felt
deep within academic spaces that are attuned to the voices of oppressed peoples and
seek to work with these communities, rather than talk about these communities as
othered subjects. Aimé Césaire, in his influential 1955 Discourse on Colonialism, spoke
clearly to the ravishes of colonization and othering of subjugated peoples in Africa, Latin
America, and the Caribbean. His work illustrates the power dynamics between the
colonizer and the colonized and especially rings true when research is involved in these
unbalanced power structures, emphasizing that “Between the colonizer and the
colonized there is room only for forced labor, intimidation, pressure, the police, taxation,
theft, rape, compulsory crops, contempt, mistrust, arrogance, self-complacency,
swinishness, brainless elites, degraded masses” (42). Little is left for researching
indigenous populations as more than “an instrument of production” (42) to fill the
coffers of academic research and publications, as Deloria’s critiques echo similar
arguments. For Césaire, “colonization = ‘thingification’” (42), and the need to research
methodologies that not only expose the thingification of colonization but also seek to
dismantle these power structures grew out of these movements during the 1950s and
1960s. The academic wave calling for these sorts of methodologies has come from a
decolonial framework that seeks to question these power structures in which the
colonizer has emphasized that indigenous peoples, their cultures, and their knowledges
are somehow uncivilized, placing them “lower on the evolutionary chain,” and must be
eradicated through exposure, conquest, and assimilation (Mallon 1-2). In many ways,
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decolonialism is a response to postcolonial work and occupies a different geographical
focus as well as academic space. Postcolonialism refers to the effects that British
imperialism and other imperialist nations that established colonies in non-European
locations made on oppressed people and how these communities are dealing with these
repercussions. Decolonialism is a movement focused on the work that needs to be done
in order to decenter/de-structure still present systems of colonialism (not just British
imperialism). In addition to questioning and exposing colonial power structures,
decolonization seeks to understand how these power structures continue to displace
indigenous knowledge-making with knowledges constructed through colonial
frameworks. It was during the 1980s that academic disciplines, such as anthropology,
began to debate the need for decolonial work in their research practices, beginning the
push for more decolonial work across disciplines (2). However, during this time,
decolonization remained in the purview of anthropology and field work until a decade
later.
As a response to Eurocentric structures of thought and practices, decolonial
work gained a foothold in universities in interdisciplinary spaces and across disciplines
during the late 1990s, with works like Smith’s Decolonizing Methodologies and Chela
Sandoval’s Methodology of the Oppressed that responded to the exposure of the
devastating effects of colonization, not just on communities but on the knowledge
created and imposed on these communities through research. Decolonial
methodologies have addressed European linear-based methods and have done the work
of exposing colonial power structures. Deloria and Mignolo contend that Western
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linear-based knowledge systems seek to control colonized subjects and create a system
of power that hides local knowledge, severs relationships, and ousts stories to the
realms of myths and folklore. Mignolo argues, “Coloniality of knowledge doesn’t mean
that knowledge was colonized, but that hegemonic ways of knowing and disciplinary
world making, since the European Renaissance, were instruments of colonization, and
as a consequence, of colonization of non-European knowledge” (Mignolo 189). He turns
to decoloniality, which he situates as “both the analytic task of unveiling the logic of
coloniality and the prospective task of contributing to build a world in which many
worlds will coexist” (54). However, this turn to decoloniality is not meant to strip
knowledge-making from the realms of coloniality, but rather serves as a means to
expose the power structures and “implies appropriating its contributions in order to
then de-chain from their imperial designs” (82). In his use of decoloniality, we do not
need to turn to colonized ways of knowledge-making as the sole creation of all
knowledge, but rather see it as one way of knowledge-making that coexists even as it
obfuscates other, non-Western knowledge-making practices. In this framework, I
understand the work of decoloniality as a first wave action that speaks to and against
colonial structures embedded in research practices. Once researchers have
acknowledged and exposed these practices that went unquestioned, they can then
begin to do the work of infiltrating these structures with indigenous epistemologies;
however, you can’t have the latter without first turning to decolonial frameworks.
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2.4

Tracing Indigenous Methodologies

Both decolonial and indigenous methodologies have developed alongside each
other, sharing and intersecting disciplinary spaces1; however, I focus here on the
indigenous, less concerned with resisting colonial practices and more interested in the
knowledge-making practices that are present in indigenous methodologies. Amidst this
wave of decolonialism, scholars who were doing decolonial work also called for an
“indigenizing of the Academy.” Specifically, Devon Mihesuah, indigenous historian,
called on academics in Native American Studies as well as those who work in other
interdisciplinary spaces, to begin using more indigenous theories rather than relying on
non-Native intellectuals, such as Foucault, Said, and others, to build decolonial work,
empowerment, and other activist work upon (Mihesuah “Indiginizing…”). As a response
to Mihesuah as well as following parallel reasoning, works specifically on methodologies
such as Norman Denzin’s Handbook of Critical and Indigenous Methodologies, Margaret
Kovach’s Indigenous Methodologies, and Shawn Wilson’s Research is Ceremony
appeared during the early 2000s.
In investigating the indigenous dimensions of historiography, I use Chilisa’s
Indigenous Research Methodologies and Wilson’s Research is Ceremony to articulate
1

Often, decolonial and indigenous studies are used interchangeably and alongside each other in
interdisciplinary fields, such as indigenous studies, rhetoric and composition, and social sciences. However,
there is a recent trend observable in current publications that differentiates the two schools of thought
through a development of specific indigenous practices. These differences range from decolonial
methodologies (such as Smith) that focus on the roles and relationships between the researcher and the
participant, exposing power structures and indigenous methodologies that are centered on specific ways
of thinking (knowledge-making) through traditional indigenous practices (used as methods). Typically, in
indigenous methodologies, the power dynamics of research are not brought out to the forefront, but are
implicit in their presence as researchers develop methods to navigate such power structures and
hierarchies.
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indigenous methodologies that relate to knowledge-making. Chilisa distinguishes two
distinct operating systems in knowledge-making practices--one that is “Euro-Western
and indigenous to the Western academic and its institutions” and another that is “nonWestern and peripheral, and it operates with the values and beliefs systems of the
historically colonized” (4). Based on building relationships, the peripheral system is both
aware of colonizing academic trends and “suspicious of Western academic discourse”
(4). Just as Smith and Deloria call out Euro-centric methods of research, Chilisa outlines
the distinction between Western approaches to research, and articulates indigenous
research differing from Western notions of research and consisting of four dimensions:
(1) It targets a local phenomenon instead of using extant theory from the West
to identify and define a research issue; (2) it is context-sensitive and creates
locally relevant constructs, methods, and theories derived from local experience
and indigenous knowledges; (3) it can be integrative, that is, combining Western
and indigenous theories; and (4) in its most advanced form, its assumptions
about what counts as reality, knowledge, and values in research are informed by
an indigenous research paradigm. (13)
According to Chilisa, the work of indigenous methodologies is two-fold: first, it seeks to
decolonize to expose the colonial structures in research, and second, it works to
indigenize research by replacing colonial conventions with approaches and methods
that are culturally responsive (23-24). During this dual process, however, it remains
paramount to not set up research binaries--an either/or--between Euro-Western
approaches and decolonial approaches. Instead I seek both/and from an indigenous
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perspective. To deconstruct these binaries, Chilisa suggests adapting “third-space
methodologies” articulated by Homi Bhabha that asks to to “interrogate and open up”
indigenous cultures to avoid marginalizing subgroups in indigenous populations just as
Euro-Western approaches have also marginalized indigenous cultures (25). The
reflective practice of interrogating and opening up research paradigms, Chilisa purports,
is “a tapestry, a mosaic of balanced borrowing of less hegemonic Euro-Western
knowledge and its democratic and social justice elements and combining it with the best
of the democratic, liberatory, and social justice essentialized indigenous knowledge and
subgroups’ knowledges” (25). Through these methodological moves, indigenous
research paradigms form a framework for knowledge-making practices that are attuned
to cultural situatedness.
Indigenous research recognizes colonial structures in research from a decolonial
framework, and looks for ways to navigate these structures by building networked way
of knowing through the understanding that all things are related and relevant. Shawn
Wilson purports, “If Indigenous ways of know have to be narrowed through one
particular lens (which it certainly does not), then surely that lens would be relationality.
All things are related and therefore relevant” (58). Wilson critiques Euro-centric
research and ways of knowing by explaining that the almost sacred belief in objectivity
comes from the idea that in order to fully understand data, you must break it down into
its smallest parts, separating everything it may be related to (56). Knowledge, therefore,
becomes a “separate identity” (56) and intellect stems from the removal of emotions
and motives (55-56). To further the distinction between a Eurocentric approach to
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research and an Indigenous way, Wilson contends that Indigenous ontology is the idea
that “reality is relationships or sets of relationships. Thus there is no one definite reality
but rather different sets of relationships that make up an Indigenous ontology” (73).
Chilisa also frames Indigenous ontology as a reality that is created by our relationships,
“connections with the living and the nonliving, with land, with the earth, with animals,
and with other beings” (21). This move to understand both Indigenous epistemology
and ontology as relationally-based also opens up practices of storytelling as
epistemological, ontological, and relational as the researcher takes up the task of being
Storyteller (Wilson 32). Storytelling is the methodological praxis of Indigenous research,
being responsive, reflexive, and relational. This relationality is practiced through
storytelling, which acts as a means to distribute knowledge throughout networked
communities that situate both the storyteller, listener, environment, and technologies
(Haas; Stromberg; Wilson) as active participants in the knowledge-making process,
which I will address and expand upon in Chapter 3.

2.5

All our Relations In Methodology

As I explained in this Chapter, decolonial recovery work seeks to expose
structures to reveal colonial systems of power while storytelling seeks to indigenize the
ways we perform knowledge-making acts. To understand how storytelling seeks to
indigenize, we first must understand the participatory practices of storytelling. These
participatory practices of storytelling embody the indigenous theoretical framework of
“all our relations” and constitute a dynamic theory that seeks to draw constellations
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through relationship building. The notion of relationship building and “the
conceptualization of a cooperative, interdependent Native environment” are described
by Lisa Brooks using an eighteenth and nineteenth century metaphor found in Native
writing as “the common pot” (Common Pot 3). Brooks continues that the common pot
metaphor is used during ceremonies that “invoke shared space, making the longhouse a
microcosm of the world and reminding humans of their place in it” (5). It can also be
used during daily life and practices that “[enact] distribution of resources, equality
between community members, and the interdependency inhere in the network of
relations” (6). The use of the common pot metaphor not only highlight the participatory
nature of indigenous communities, but it also invokes the importance of “all” relations,
including the Europeans who may or may not have known they were a part of the pot,
their ideas, knowledges, practices, behaviors, and materials (7). As I explain in the
following chapters, these participatory relationships develop an indigenous knowledgemaking praxis that seeks to reveal connections not just between the humans aware of
their relations, but between the human, non-human, animalistic, environmental, and
ultimately, ecological that may or may not be aware of their own positioning within
these moments of praxis and knowledge-making specifically carried out in storytelling. I
make a case for this theoretical and storied approach specifically in the use of archival
research. Archives--those objects removed and colonized from their lived past-especially call us to seek out relationships between the object, the people, the time, and
the place. While we can label such items on the outside of gray, archival boxes, it is our
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stories that theorize these relationships. It is an epistemological moment, and one that I
hope will help us indigenize the histories of Rhetoric and Composition.
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CHAPTER 3.

DEVELOPING STORYTELLING AS INDIGENOUS METHODOLOGY

When he announces that “The truth about stories is that’s all we are,” Thomas
King, indigenous novelist and scholar, captures in this one sentence the importance and
role of stories (2). King Is alerting us that stories are almost ubiquitous across indigenous
cultures (2). With these stories, storytelling becomes more than just a sharing of wit,
plot, characters, and entertainment. Stories and the act of storytelling operate as lenses
that build a deeper understanding of who we are, how we are, where we are, and what
we are. These stories are all we are while at once we are both speaker and listener
connected to the world around us (2). However, it would be shortsighted to say that
stories are just unique features of indigenous cultures—each culture, time, and society
has had a need for stories. Across cultures, stories are valued differently and enacted
through different means. In what he calls his “Native Narrative,” The Truth About Stories,
King clarifies changes between an indigenous storytelling event as it compares with
Eurocentric approaches to the moment of storytelling: “In the Native story, I tried to
recreate an oral storytelling voice and craft the story in terms of a performance for a
general audience” (22). For him, the “oral storytelling voice” captures the “exuberance
of the story but diminishes its authority” as a means to draw agents together and
highlight the values of indigenous a storytelling, especially compared to the Eurocentric
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storytelling mode (22-23). After telling two different creation stories, an indigenous
story of animals working together with humans to build the land on the back of a turtle
and the Christian story of Adam and Eve tempted to break the one rule that God has laid
out before them, King uses this moment of comparative storytelling to draw a
distinction between an indigenous storytelling act to the Eurocentric act. While the
indigenous act, lacking in authorial voice, brings together the speaker and listener as
one, the Eurocentric storytelling mode relies on a “sober voice” creating a “sense
veracity” and authority (23). The cultural values placed on each of these events offers us
a theoretical window to understand the roles that storytelling plays in our relationship
to the world around us. For the Eurocentric lens, stories (re)create the authorial voice to
disseminate knowledge from a source of knowing to those needing to learn, while the
indigenous stories provide a means of knowledge-making that relies not on the
authority of the story, but the act of storytelling and those networks it creates. It is in
this place of distinction, between the Eurocentric mode and the Indigenous mode, that I
start to build up the ways that storytelling, as an indigenous means, acts as a
knowledge-making methodology, built on participatory moments of praxis.
In this chapter, I specifically articulate an indigenous storytelling methodology by
examining Cherokee storytelling practices and indigenous teachings as they can be
compared to Eurocentric means of narrative study. I discuss storytelling as a knowledgemaking praxis that is both relational and posthuman, and in turn, counters the claim
that storytelling is focused content contained as a static object. By developing a
storytelling theoretical framework, this chapter enacts this Indigenous Storytelling
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framework to build a methodology that employs storytelling as a practice to understand
the complex rhetorical ecologies that situate participants, materials, environments,
technologies, and cultural practices together. In this chapter, I assert that storytelling as
praxis develops a networked way of knowing so that researchers may re-tool dominant
methods that exist within colonial structures and top-down knowledge-making practices.
By retooling our dominant research methods, we can begin the work started by
decolonial methodologies of revealing and contesting power structures and move into
an indigenous framework of navigating these structures in order to understand the
complex rhetorical ecologies that situate participants, materials, environments,
technologies, and cultural practices together. By understanding the ways storytelling
creates and reveals these posthuman relationships alongside distinctly human ones, we
can move beyond seeing our stories as static objects focused on content and instead
turn to our storied practices that lead to knowledge making that creates and sustains
communities through a participatory culture.

3.1

Stories Under Study

In indigenous practices, stories are more than just cultural representations,
detached from the act of storytelling and the participatory acts they emerge from.
Gordon D. Henry contends that “stories often resist cultural isolation and fixed fields of
context. Stories seem to transcend jurisdictions of nation, culture, time and text,
irrespective of whether they are spoken, written, hear, smelled, filed or performed” (18).
Stories are the ways and networks that create an encounter through the act of that
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story. He continues, “Stories are intertextual, transcendent, evocative, and arguably
efficacious[…]In fact stories may lead to, may have already led us to, theories and back
again to stories” (18). In this way, they can be enacted to produce a means of
knowledge-making that serves to weave together the participants, the timeliness, the
environment, the place—all relations in an ecology of participation. While I discuss
these actions of storytelling in more detail in Chapter 4, I want to begin with this
understanding of stories and storytelling as a way to distinguish it from Eurocentric
notions of the same. Specifically, I assert that stories are rhetorical, affective, and
production-oriented. Indigenous rhetoricians and scholars Lisa King, Rose Gubele, and
Joyce Rain Anderson argue:
Story and rhetoric, then, go hand in hand. Indigenous stories (theorizing,
speaking, writing, and making) are the rhetorical turns that reorient the
framework that so long has pointed back toward the Greco-Roman
tradition, even as Euro-American epistemologies have received and given
that tradition new birth. Indigenous rhetorics are the memories, the
memoria, so to speak, of this land, its original logos and the means
through which relationships among all communities on the land can be
restored. (King, et al. 9)
As a rhetorical force, storytelling goes beyond a retelling of types of stories and stories
act as living forces understood through the Cherokee word for storytelling: gagoga.
While the literal translation of gagoga in Cherokee means “s/he is lying,” Cherokee
storytellers explain that “lying” accurately captures the living nature of stories as they
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are told from one storyteller to the next. When a storyteller begins a story, he or she is
not concerned with the validity of the tale’s content, but instead of the ways it connects
knowledges past and present. At the same time, the storyteller is also not seeking to
transfer specific knowledges to the listeners. Rather, the how and why of the story
enact a moment of knowledge-making that may or may not be received, meaning that
storytelling in Cherokee is not a top-down, content driven event, but rather an
encounter with cumulative knowledges. While gagoga literal translation implies
deception, the Cherokee play with the slippage between lying and storytelling, knowing
that the stories capture the knowledge in Cherokee teachings but the events and
characters in the story can’t be verified, especially ancient stories of talking animals and
roaming monsters (Teuton, “Theorizing American Indian Literature”). Christopher
Teuton, a Cherokee scholar working closely with the Turtle Island Liars Club of Cherokee
Storytellers, further explains that “lying invokes a cultural process of interpreting
contemporary experience in relation to the cultural truths traditional stories express”
(Cherokee Stories of the Turtle Island Liars Club 137). Understanding storytelling as lying
helps us understand the changing nature of these stories as they vary not only from
storyteller to storyteller, but also bring in more contemporary experiences, including
ancient stories that refer to modern technologies, such as guns, or colonial encounters
with white people within creation stories. Once again, this does not invalidate the story
as false or even as a contemporary re-telling. The story is a living force, emphasizing the
networks between the past, present, and future states of knowledge.
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Teuton continues that storytelling as lying “is characteristically marked by a
speculative approach to meaning of personal and communal experiences and attempts
to integrate and explain contemporary experiences within a Cherokee cultural
framework” (137). In this way, storytelling as gagoga maintains the practice of duyuk’ta,
keeping the contemporary experiences in balance with Cherokee cultural frameworks,
such as teachings on gender, roles in society, relations to land and animals, individuals
and community practices, etc. One way to think about the role of duyuk’ta is to
contextualize this practice within an indigenous concept of ecologies, or “all our
relations.” Vine Deloria, Jr. makes the comparison between Einstein’s theory of relativity
and an indigenous understanding of relativity. He explains, “Space, time, and matter,
Einstein argued, are concepts whose measurement should be in relationship to the
context in which they are to be used. That is to say, these ideas are not part of the
eternal structure of the universe in and of themselves but are how we describe this
universe, and therefore as we do have experiences, we can use these ideas and that
have substance as long as we remember that we are part of the process of gathering
information” (Spirit & Reason 32). This ecology based on relationships between human
and non-human agents is only able to be experienced through those networks and is
made sense through the same experiences. It is a lived/living practice. Tim Ingold
explains this understanding of a sentient ecology based on the epistemologies of the
hunter-gatherers of the Taimyr regions of northern Siberia, whose concept of ecology
draws parallels between other indigenous worldviews. He explains that the knowledge
from these ecologies “is knowledge not of a formal, authorized kind, transmissible in the
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context outside those of its practical application. On the contrary, it is based in feeling
consisting in the skills, sensitivities and orientations that have developed through long
experience of conducting one’s life in a particular environment” (Perception 25).
Duyuk’ta as a balancing force is sustained in these knowledges based on experiences
within a very real ecology and is maintained through storytelling that reveals these
ecological relationships. Ingold continues that indigenous peoples “do not see
themselves as mindful subjects having to content with an alien world of physical objects;
indeed the separation of mind and nature has no place in their thought and practice,”
and instead argues that we understand “the human condition to be that of a being
immersed from the start, like other creatures, in an active, practical and perceptual
engagement with constituents of the dwelt-in world” (42). Because of the immersive
nature of ecologies in indigenous worldviews, a community emerges through these
relationships. In storytelling practices specifically, a listening community forms around
the practice that is more than a network of storytellers, and their listening is understood
through the Cherokee word sgadug (county, state, or community. In this sense, a
sgadug is networked through the act of storytelling and relies on the participatory
nature of this network (138-139). For the Cherokee, the sgadug is maintained and
sustained through the stories and knowledges that are created through the
participatory acts of storytelling. However, these storytelling acts function different in
indigenous societies than they do in Eurocentric practices. While I build more on this in
Chapter 5, I highlight the key differences in approaches here in order to understanding
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knowledge-making praxis in storytelling through these networked communities—
sgadug.
The differences felt between indigenous understandings of stories and
storytelling and Eurocentric views of stories can be seen through the approaches to
stories in various disciplines. The study of narrative, stories, folklore, and oral traditions
is certainly nothing new or on the margins of academic practices. However, approaches
to studying storytelling are varied, grounded in various disciplines, with each
emphasizing different tenets that distinguish the role and act of storytelling as a specific
human and cultural activity. Building the foundation to Eurocentric approaches to
storytelling, Aristotle’s Poetics, without question, contributes significantly to the field of
literary theory even at the risk of claiming this piece of Greek philosophy as seminal and
foundational--the Origin Story of Literary Theory. Aristotle’s work gives us a language for
and lens of analysis so that we can begin to distinguish narrative not only from other art
forms, but also works from each other. Beginning with the treatise that various art
forms are modes of mimesis (“imitations”), Aristotle puts forth that narrative differs in
three specific respects from other art forms: “(a) in different matter (in-what), (b) on
different subjects (of-what), and (c) by different methods (how)” (45-47). By
differentiating narrative in these respects, mimesis orders this communication act into
recognizable forms: plot, comedy, tragedy, characters, melody, rhythm, etc. Our
narrative moments and acts of mimesis map onto life representations give our
narratives epistemological value in that we can understand and view life through these
imitations--in what we present these moments (mediums), of what we choose to
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narrate about (subjects), and how we decide to relate this narrative (forms). Narratives,
then, help us understand the way things are through these means of mimesis, and we
know this because we can classify and order our imitations much in the way that life is
classified and ordered.
This foundation of forms and structures continued as a mode of study for
formalists and structuralists through the works of Propp, Greimas, and Levi-Strauss.
Specifically, Vladimir Propp, whose definitive scientific approach in The Morphology of
the Folktale, engages with Russian folklore through a classification and identification of
forms present in Russian folktales. His “methods of investigation” are what matters
more to him than the extent of the material of investigation (4). Looking to science and
mathematics as models of study and investigation with ordered classification and
terminology, Propp contends that the “diversity and the picturesque multiformity of tale
material” clearly shows a lack of unified study, and only adds to the problems of ordered
study of the folktale (4). Advancing his argument further, he explains that “since the tale
is exceptionally diverse, and evidently cannot be studied at once in its full extent, the
material must be divided into sections, i.e., it must be classified” (5).To Propp, this
classification system needs to be as accurate as classification systems found in scientific
studies, no matter how vastly each individual tale differs as each is told and retold.
Drawing on the familiar language and classification of grammar and through a scientific
study of various Russian folktales, Propp raises the tale from being a mere
amalgamation of various stories and subjects to a clearly classifiable and structured
object that includes a grammar of its own.
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While I could venture into all of the vast schools of literary theory and their
various disciplines that engage with narrative, such as Formalism, Structuralism,
Poststructuralism, Marxism, Psychoanalysis, Deconstructivism, and the list goes on, I
specifically turn to these discussions that draw on structuralism and semiotics in order
to highlight a key aspect of literary theory: The narrative is treated as the object of study.
Theorists are focused on the content, the forms of the content, the classifiable terms,
and even the turn to the signifiable and unsignifiable. The story remains the same: it is
the Text. The Thing. While there is certainly value in these forms of study, the text has
been amputated from the act of storytelling due in part to print culture and replicability
of texts through a printed and accessible medium. Marilou Awiakta, Cherokee
Storyteller, explains that the Eurocentric dynamic regarding stories is one of
detachment. She contends, “Without the [story’s] cultural context, the story sickens.
Forced into the ‘boxes’ of Western thought, it may die[…]Usually, the Western story
(especially if a white male write it) has organic unity with the thought construct from
which it arises” (164). She continues that these familiar forms—novel, short story, myth,
fable, folklore, etc.—can each be divided and classified, reduced to content and conflict
driven narratives (164-165). These detachments help to create order, form, and
thingness. Once we have access to these texts through material means (both print
material and digital material), Deloria explains, “[...]the medium through which we
receive our experiences has become the message we receive” (We Talk 19). While
channeling McLuhan, Deloria uses this statement to view what he calls “the
communication gap” through the history of Eurocentric approaches to the medium/text.
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“Western civilization has always depended upon the ability to symbolize, categorize,
specialize, and divide according to function,” Deloria explains (19). In this way, not only
does the text become the message, but this act of dividing by form and function also
becomes an act of Eurocentric approaches to both communication and knowledgemaking through segregated disciplines. Deloria calls us to question this relationship of
message and medium, to stop being rational observers of our events and texts, but
rather to seek out and to understand our knowledges as part of a system that contends
that “all things are related” (25). Specifically, Deloria calls for ecological thinking that
prompts us to turn back to the text, not as the sole object of study, but as the embodied
communication act that exists in a networked state of story, speaker, location, time,
audience, and all other relations participate as a part of that moment.
While there is certainly value in pursuing an analysis of our stories as the
message, there also is value in turning away from our forms and classifications and
studying our stories as speech acts. Moving from a literary lens to a more linguistic
approach, we can turn to scholars, such as Roman Jakobson, whose work Language in
Literature resides at the intersections of literary and linguistic theories. Focusing on the
poetics of literature, Jakobson draws the comparison that “Poetics deals with problems
of verbal structure[...]Since linguistics is the global science of verbal structure, poetics
may be regarded as an integral part of linguistics” (63). What makes Jakobson’s
interdisciplinary approach to literature useful in the study of stories is that it creates a
dialogue that invites us to bring back in the verbal aspect of poetics while it turns our
attention back to orality--the medium that gets lost in the print-based text message.
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Specifically, I turn to Jakobson’s discussion of the various factors explicit in a speech act.
He explains:
The ADDRESSER sends a MESSAGE to the ADDRESSEE. To be operative message
requires a CONTEXT referred to...graspable by the addressee, and either verbal
or capable of being verbalizes; a CODE fully, or at least partially, common to the
addresser and the addressee...and, finally, a CONTACT, a physical channel and
psychological connection between the addresser and the addressee, enabling
both of them to enter and stay in communication. (66)

Figure 3.1: Jakobson’s Speech Act (adapted from Language in Literature 66)

In analyzing the speech act, Jakobson turns to the poetic function as a “focus on
the message for its own sake;” however, he critiques this turn to the message as “out of
touch with the general problems of language” yet still being necessary. He argues, then,
that the poetic function should be understood “not as the sole function of verbal art but
only its dominant, determining function, whereas in all other verbal activities it acts as a
subsidiary, accessory constituent” (69). This is where I see Jakobson’s model as a useful
conversation between the analysis of text and a need to also acknowledge the orality of
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a speech act in storytelling. However, while Jakobson’s model acknowledges the tenets
of a speech act, his model remains linear (and not particularly amenable to networked
or participatory or iterative speech acts), stressing the process from addresser to
addressee. Again, we are faced with a detachment of the story from the ecological
process of storytelling.
Bakhtin courts a middle ground between Jakobson’s structuralist approach to
the process of speech acts and the practices of literary analysis through an expansion of
Jakobson’s narrative and narrated event. In the way that Jakobson champions the linear
process, Bakhtin wrestles with the idea time in narrated events and the narrative event.
He muses, “[...]these events take place in different times (which are marked by different
durations as well) and in different places, but at the same time these two events are
indissolubly united in a single but complex event that we might call the work in the
totality of all its events” (255). For Bakhtin, we are unable to separate the moment of
the story’s creation from the moment of its recreation through storytelling. These
moments are networked, bringing together the past and present, the fiction and reality,
and all of the moments between. It’s not just the time network that is present in these
moments, but “the external material givenness of the work, and its text, and the world
represented in the text, and the author-creator and the listener or reader” (255).
Together, situated in this networked state, “we perceive the fullness of the work in all
its wholeness and indivisibility, but at the same time we understand the diversity of the
elements that constitute it” (255). His thoughts on the networked state of literature and
language help us conceive of a way to understand the complexities of storytelling, not as
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a separate act from stories on their own, but as a tie that binds each of the actors,
moments, worlds, and objects within Jakobson’s speech act structure.
Yet Bakhtin offers us no real means of analyzing these networks of storytelling
and oral narrative. In order to analyze storytelling networks and the actions of
storytelling, I turn to anthropology, specifically Richard Bauman. By collecting and
analyzing Texan oral narratives, Bauman extends Jakobson’s explanation of speech acts
using a lens of performativity. “Oral narrative provides an especially rich focus for the
investigation of the relationship between oral literature and social life because part of
the special nature of narrative is to be doubly anchored in human events,” Bauman
explains, “That is, narratives are keyed both to the events in which they are told and to
the events that they recount, toward narrative events and narrated events” (2). In the
same vein as Propp, Bauman provides an analytical framework suited to empirical
investigations to understand not just the text, but the events of storytelling. Whereas
literary theorists “occasionally look outward from the texts and toward the relationship
between narrative and the events the recount” Bauman contends, “anthropologists
tend to look...toward the relationship between narratives and the events in which they
are performed” (3). By analyzing oral narratives as situated within specific social events,
Bauman views these narratives as ecologically situated and integral the social kairos that
calls forth such narratives. That is, stories are timely and used for specific, rhetorical
purposes. The text/content is realigned with the humanistic impulses that moves story
into storytelling acts. While the content still can be analyzed, classified, and sorted
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through various forms of “story,” the interrelationships between the narrative and act
help us understand the ways our stories and our events respond as a networked state.
In order to fully articulate the knowledge-making praxis of storytelling, especially
as an indigenous practice, we can draw from Bauman’s work on Texan oral narratives as
a means to sense the ecological nature of stories, events, and the act of storytelling.
Seeing each act of storytelling as a performance, he argues, “Oral performance, like all
human activity, is situated, its form, meaning, and functions rooted in culturally defined
scenes or events—bounded segments of the flow of behavior and experience that
constitute meaningful contexts for actions, interpretation, and evaluation” (3). For
Bauman, these moments of storytelling are emergent performances described as a flow,
or process that highlight “the individual and the creative are brought up in parity with
tradition in a dialectic played out within the context of situated action, a kind of praxis”
(5). This move breaks narrative analysis free from the orality and literacy binary that
narrative can get caught up in when analyzed through different disciplinary lenses.
Returning to an indigenous understanding of storytelling, I frame these
moments are participatory networks that situate stories within indigenous views of
ecologies and outside of the traces of Eurocentric understandings of stories. Practiced in
the sgadug, storytelling as gagoga creates a process where no one person becomes the
authority or knowledge producer, but all work together to keep the community strong
by telling stories that share knowledge. Knowledge-making is networked through the
storytellers, the listeners, the stories, and the environment. Just as ecologies are
realized in a literal sense for indigenous worldviews, so are environments. Environments
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are specific, geographical locations2 that are in a symbiotic and biologic relationship
with all of the inhabitants of that physical space. Again, this is drawn from the
indigenous worldview of “all our relations” as Deloria explains, “If we greatly expand our
understanding of the sense of being relatives, we discover that plants, birds, and
animals often gave specific information to the people[…]Here is a bird-human
relationship that involves information about the plant and its use” (Spirit & Reason 37).
Knowledge-making is formed in these environments through posthuman relationships
that are occurring naturally (and even technologically) in those environments. In this
understanding, a gagoga is a Cherokee way of knowing that recognizes the entire
community as knowledge makers/producers and storytelling as knowledge making is
not placed within one individual/agent who passes the knowledge down to others
(Teuton, Turtle Island Liars Club). Instead, it is knowledge that exists in a networked
state with the community inhabiting the roles of knowledge producers of all our
relations—human and posthuman. Explaining ways of reading American Indian
literature through the application of oral practices, such as storytelling, Teuton contends,
“The act of returning with new knowledge and fresh interpretations creates new terrain
upon which the community may continue to grow. Knowledge is sought and valued in
relation to the collective harmony and survival of the community as a whole”
(“Theorizing American Indian Literature” 197). This knowledge, which stems from the
2

Lisa Brooks, in her book The Common Pot, explains the importance of physical geographies in indigenous
stories through Keith Basso’s concept of place-making. She also builds on Deloria’s point that geography
in stories (specifically creation stories) is much more important than the chronological events of that story.
In this understanding, the physical place plays a powerful role in stories as the specific locations of
knowledges. Since everything is networked through relationships, place is an active and literal agent
within these ecologies and environments. (Common Pot xxiii)
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balance of listening and telling within a community is the power of the story. Knowledge
is produced within a network created by the community of both the listeners and the
storytellers.
Roppolo contextualizes storytelling as a participatory act that relies on the
relationships between the speaker and the storyteller through the process of the
listener supplying meaning to the story-framework3. She writes, “Since narrative
assumes different meanings as the interpretive abilities of the hearer/reader change
with age and experience, narrative, like the hearer/reader, stays in a constant state of
interpretive motion (308). This motion of knowledge is seated in its kairotic and
participatory context and emerges when we are invited to listen to it. Wilson also
contends, “[Storytellers] also recognize that listeners will filter the story being told
through their own experience and thus adapt the information to make it relevant and
specific to their life” (32). The relationship between the speaker and listener create a
network on knowledge-making, often highlighted by storytellers explaining that they
heard a story a specific way as they relate it to other. This network serves to create a
participatory culture that sustains community relationships--a community that extends
between human, nonhuman, place, and time.

3

For the sake of simplicity in my descriptions of participatory acts of storytelling, I use listener and
storyteller. However, I would like to point out that in each instance of this usage, both “listener” and
“storyteller” are not by default human agents. They can be any agent within these networks/systems of
human and posthuman relationships.
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3.2

Storytelling as Knowledge-Making Praxis

Because of the participatory and knowledge-making properties of storytelling, I
argue that storytelling acts as a methodology through praxis. Notions of what makes a
methodology and how it is defined shifts across research studies, and depending on
who you ask and in what discipline that person works in, you may encounter several
different understanding of what methodology might be. While the general concept of
methodology may be thought of as a theoretical framework, I find this definition
unsatisfying and turn to Sullivan and Porter for a more robust application of
methodology that is specifically useful to indigenous knowledge-making. In their book,
Opening Spaces: Writing Technologies and Critical Research Practices, Sullivan and
Porter ask researchers to reframe the understanding of methodology from a theoretical
set of governing rules that is “embodied in methods that are themselves a collective of
rules or guidelines for research practice, making the constructing and regulating of
methods the province of methodology” (47). This idea that methodology as a
framework fails to respond to the practices of research, and makes methodology the
governing body of a set of methods that fails to respond to participants, data, and
circumstances. These research agents, both human and nonhuman, are responsive and
ecologically tethered, and as researchers, we need to understand methodology as also
being responsive and ecologically tethered to our research. In order to move
characteristics of static methodologies into characteristics that are responsive and
flexible, Sullivan and Porter turn to feminist methodologies to articulate methodology as
critical practice, or praxis (64-68). “Research as critical practice requires that we
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continuously apply multiple concepts,” Sullivan and Porter contend, “not just in order to
retest with a variety of methods or add triangulation of theory, method, or gate, but to
bring in different epistemologies (or different sorts of warrants) to bear on the same
situations” (74). This rhetorically aware and ecologically responsive understanding of
methodological praxis is necessary when doing decolonial and indigenous research. The
static variants of methodology can be colonizing force, not only to our research, but to
the researcher, peoples, cultures, and objects of study. However, when we shift our
research impulses and methodologies to methodological praxis, we seek out research
methods that are balanced and attuned to the cultures, histories, and power structures.
Praxis, therefore, gives us critical impulse to respond to the recent calls for decolonizing
and indigenizing our research.
The following figure depicts how storytelling operates as a knowledge-making
praxis. Knowledge-making is balanced between the flexible and responsive agents: the
storyteller and listener as well as the story and environment. Each of these agents are
contextualized through and with other active agents in the kairotic moment of
storytelling: culture, experiences, relations, and knowledge. While some may see this as
a re-writing of the rhetorical triangle, it also represents a basket and indigenous
methods of basket-making. The four directions (also adapted from Cherokee teachings)
represent the ribs of a basket, which acts as the structure of a basket, but can only be
held together through the canes that are woven around. Together, these actions work
to give form and content to knowledge-making and represent the praxis of storytelling.
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Figure 3.2: Storytelling as a Knowledge-Making Praxis

Storytelling, as it is used in many academic disciplines, functions to ornament or
illustrate explanations of core concepts already accepted in those disciplines rather than
to construct new knowledges. That means it rarely is developed as or interrogated as
praxis-building or praxis-deploying activity, and this positioning of storytelling undersells
storytelling as a critical or reflexive method that participates in the construction of
disciplinary knowledges.4 Knowledge-making works somewhat differently in indigenous
cultures, with storytelling positioned as central to meaning making at the same time as
In argumentative terms, stories function as illustrations rather than as explanations or as
evidence. This means that stories are used to teach knowledge that has been acquired by other
means.
4
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it is balanced, collaborative and situated. Storytelling acts as knowledge-making praxis
where the story, participants, environment, time, and place are active agents in the
creation of a way of knowing, understanding, and relating. Because of this knowledgemaking force in storytelling, indigenous beliefs are centered on stories. This is why
stories matter to indigenous people—stories act as the thread to ancestors, places, and
times between the lived experiences of the community as the stories are told again and
again (see Ingold for a contemporary reading of life through lines). It’s not a nugget of
information that is passed on, but a living practice that creates relationships between all
relations. This indigenous practice of seeing all relationships within storytelling creates
agency to re-tool dominant methods in existing colonial structures. So, the processes
unfolding through storytelling are not just a way of doing things (e.g., we don’t just tell a
story). Stories aren’t just static tools; they are productive forces that live and respond to
outside changes and are networked with other active forces. Cherokee stories, to offer
an instance, now reference white people and recent historical events, such as removal
narratives. While some critique this as a way to undermine the “traditional” story and
undercut the validity of the tale as “myth,” the tribal elders and storytellers explain that
“the story” is responsive and relational, meaning that the knowledges made in these
stories are shared not just among participants but also across temporal boundaries.
They are, in this sense, reflective practices. In this way, Indigenous research treats all
story elements as active forces (i.e. methods, participants, stories, technologies),
building a network of agents and knowledge making practices that respond to the
European linear-based methods.
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3.3

Building the “How”: Praxis through Processes of Indigenous Storytelling
As practiced within networked communities—the sgadug, storytelling in

indigenous cultures calls us to listen to local stories as theoretical frameworks to build
understanding in intersections between power, place, and writing. To help understand
the work storytelling does, we can draw on metaphors. Stories-as-object act as a nugget
of information that is crafted and handed to the recipient of that knowledge. In this use
of stories, knowledge is not made, but previously shaped and passively consumed.
However, stories as knowledge-making practices create a thread and leave traces
between the teller and the listener. Along this networked continuum, the story does not
act as thing but creates a movement of knowledge between the members of this
storytelling frame. Telling and listening exists as a participatory practice. While the teller
creates the narrative frame and begins the story, the listener enters into that frame and
brings along her/his own understandings and context to make the story relevant to their
own frames as well. This narrative place, while discursive in nature, is also crafted
through the ecologies in which it is situated. These ecologies encompass the
environments, technologies, passersby, time, and place—all of which become agents in
this storytelling continuum. To simplify, think about the last time you told a story. What
prompted you to enter this storytelling frame? What acted as a trigger? While there are
plenty of times which we experience where we premeditate the story we want to share,
there are just as many that are spontaneous moments of story-making. Storytelling,
then, is not a tool that crafts the story as an object or artifact. It’s not a means to an end.
It is a living and situated practice that disseminates knowledge within ecologies between
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humans, cultures, objects, technologies, etc. As with the study of indigenous rhetorics
and meaning-making practices, Malea Powell writes, “we study the how of that meaning
making[...]We study how those practices constitute things like texts and baskets. We
study how those things carry cultural--both the traditional practices around which tribal
cultures cohere and pantribal Indigenous practices that create our web of Native
relations” (“A Basket is a Basket…” 471). In other words, it’s not the what of stories, it’s
the how of storytelling and how storytelling constitutes a reflective, responsive,
methodological praxis.

3.4

Storytelling as Doing: A Methodological Moment

A static story replicates, but does not make or network new understandings;
however, by deploying a storytelling methodology, we can expand the ecologies of
explanation in ways that help us uncover the posthuman frameworks in our research,
and especially in archival research that is necessarily driven by nonhuman agents
alongside human interventions. Storytelling acts in indigenous cultures as a central to
knowledge-making practice; the story, participants, environment, time, and place all
participate as active agents in the creation of ways of knowing, understanding, and
relating. In chapter four, I explain that this indigenous practice of seeing all relationships
within a matrix of activity and with an expanded agency that indigenous storytelling
encourages researchers to re-tool dominant methods in existing colonial structures in
order to do the work of knowledge-making that more easily includes posthuman
practices alongside distinctively human ones. Storytelling methodologies, particularly
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those developed by indigenous work, seek to gain the sort of balance needed to study
agents of many origins—machinic, human, animal, and nature’s forces. In the following
chapter, I will draw connections between a storytelling methodology and a posthuman
framework, highlighting the action of storytelling methodology as well as specific
instances of participatory knowledge-making. In doing so, I will deploy a storytelling
methodology to open up the boundaries and colonized spaces of research work, and
apply this methodology to archival research that asks us to engage with artifacts and
objects to complicate and re-landscape the historical stories of Rhetoric and
Composition.
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CHAPTER 4. STORYTELLING & WAYS OF OPERATING: KNOWLEDGE-MAKING PRAXIS

4.1

Encountering Networks

In the middle of my research process, I had the opportunity as part of a
linguistics seminar on Native American Languages to travel to Cherokee, North Carolina
to meet with Eastern Cherokee members and elders. While the focus of the trip
centered on a visit at the language immersion elementary school, the New Kituwah
Academy, most of our conversations with tribal leaders and elders happened away from
the school, on trails to Clingman’s Dome through the Great Smoky Mountains National
Park and to a visit to Kituwah, one of the original seven mother towns of the Cherokee
people. On a warm, pleasant day in the middle of May, Tom Belt, the Cherokee
Language Coordinator at Western Carolina University, brought us out to Kituwah and
began to tell us the history of how the Eastern Cherokee was able to re-acquire the land
recently after it had been owned privately by a non-Cherokee family. He told stories of
the founding of the town, the religious center for the Cherokee, and walked us out to
the mound where the council house once stood. Not worn away by years of farming and
cultivation, the mound still stood as an historical artifact of survivance and
simultaneously as a contemporary place of pilgrimage. He told us stories of the
ancestors who lived here while pointing out how careful archaeologists had to be when
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excavating the foundations of buildings as the bones of the ancestors kept coming to
the surface, as if to remind every visitor that Cherokee have always been here and will
remain. These stories spoke to me deeply on a personal level--even though I had been
raised in Oklahoma as a member of the Cherokee Nation. Tom Belt told us that Kituwah
will always be home to every Cherokee. He pointed to the mountains, to the valleys, the
trees, the flowers, and the mound as the place of sacred fire, where we first came to be.
And he told stories. Stories not meant for this dissertation, but stories that brought me
and those with me into line with the local knowledges, teachings, and place called
Kituwah. Here, we encountered stories and joined in with all our relations and
participants in that somber, moving, affective, sacred, and ever joyful moment. The
stories told that day cannot be retold and be expected to produce the same knowledge.
They are emplaced in that time, that location, and together with every blade of grass,
every bone of my ancestors, every word, and every breath of those who were there, the
stories created and sustain a community through knowledge that was created and
passed along.
While this is but one encounter and one story, sacred stories such as this one
have a way of producing encounters that are kairotic in nature, fleeting if not carefully
attended to, and impactful if we acknowledge our roles as listener and participant in
that moment. A moment by definition does not last, but leaves behind traces of
knowledge-making in its wake. These moments, networked through the storytelling,
bring us (as researcher, student, scholar, etc.) into a knowledge-making system. In
addition to the story of Kituwah, which is purposefully elusive, I offer the following
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moments of more everyday storytelling as examples of the action, the how, of
storytelling operating in more visible ways.

4.1.1 Story Moment: Place
On Thursday, March 22, 2012, Malea Powell, along with several participants,
performed the annual CCCCs Chair’s Address in St. Louis, Missouri. She began by
introducing who and where she is from in her Myaamia language, in part to call forth
her relations. She tells us, “This is a story. When I say ‘story,’ I don’t mean for you to
think ‘easy.’ Stories are anything by easy. When I say story, I mean an event in which I
try to hold some of the complex shimmering strands of a constellative, epistemological
space long enough to share them with you” (383-384). In this constellative moment, we
hear from other indigenous and non-indigenous scholars as they perform academically
by citing other scholars not present in that room. The chair’s address moves to stories
about place, specifically, Mound City, or as it is known now, St. Louis (384). Malea
carefully outlines the history of Mound City through the story of Cahokia. While Cahokia
is now an exit off of the interstate once you cross over into Illinois, it was once one of
the most sophisticated trade cities north of the Rio Grande, a place not just for the
exchange of goods, but the exchange of cultures that networked indigenous peoples
from what is now known as Northern and Central America. However, the story doesn’t
end in the past; it networks the continuance of the exchange of knowledges by the
scholars present there that day.
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4.1.2

Story Moment: Artifact

On January 10, 2013, Indian Country Today Media Network, an online source for
indigenous news, reported that Shane Murray, a resident of Clarksville, Tennessee,
brought a pair of small handcuffs to the Haskell Indian Nation University's Cultural
Center. The small handcuffs were entrusted to Murray by his grandfather, whose
Oklahoman mother was Native, but had no tribal affiliation. Murray explains that “the
handcuffs began to speak to him after he moved to Lawrence” and each day as he drove
past the Haskell campus, he was reminded of those small handcuffs. Soon, Murray
continues, “the handcuffs began to scream at him: ‘Take us home, take us home!’”
(Pember). As he walked into the cultural center to donate the handcuffs, the student
working there knew immediately what they were: a pair of children’s handcuffs from a
time that indigenous peoples in the United States were sent off, forcibly, to boarding
schools. The stories from these schools conjure and draw forth the atrocities and abuses
that indigenous children faced, all in the name of “killing the Indian to save the man”
legislation. These artifacts continue to tell these stories today and develop networks
between past lived experiences and contemporary lives.

4.1.3 Story Moment: Bodies
As part of a study on how historical processes are embodied, Walters, et. al.
define historical trauma as “an event or set of events perpetrated on a group of people
(including their environment) who share a specific group identity (e.g., nationality, tribal
affiliation, ethnicity, religious affiliation) with genocidal or ethnocidal intent (i.e.,
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annihilation or disruption to traditional lifeways, culture, and identity)” and then situate
the histories of American Indian and Alaska Natives as sustaining 500 years of trauma
and resistance (181). Building on research of gene expression, Walters, et. al. explore
the ways that trauma has and still does affect the overall health and well-being of
generations of these peoples through chronic illnesses, like diabetes, and mental health
issues (185). While they call for more specific research, they point out that in addition to
the knowledge of historical trauma (187), this “concept of embodiment is consistent
with AIAN [American Indian and Alaska Native] spatial and relational worldviews, the
ancestors and the future generations” and in these worldviews “environment, mind,
body, and emotional health are inextricably linked to human behavior, practices,
wholeness, and hence, wellness” (184). The stories and experiences are not only
expressed and experienced through physical markers in genes and in health, but also
network the lived experiences of trauma of generations before. These stories of trauma
are continually experienced through future generations in very real and felt ways that
affect the current health and well-being of a group of oppressed peoples.

4.1.4 Story Moment: Technology
On June 13, 2016, NPR runs a short article in their “Cosmos and Culture:
Commentary on Science and Society” section, asking in the title, “Are Stories A Key to
Human Intelligence?” Explaining that stories have been studied across disciplines in
multiple capacities, current research focused on human intelligence is looking into the
roles of stories and storytelling are a necessary part of artificial intelligence. Building on
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the understanding that AI interacts more fully with humans when it is able to
understand, tell, and produce stories, computer scientists, such as Mark Riedl, suggests
that “narrative intelligence may be a crucial step in machine ‘enculturation,’ allowing
artificial intelligence systems to acquire human social norms, customs, values and
etiquette--aspects of commonsense understanding that are notoriously difficult for
computers to learn” (Lombrozo). Through stories, our artificial intelligences are
networked to our human intelligences, and in turn, teach us more about what it means
to be human through the stories we use.
While each of these story-mediated moments represents just a fleeting moment
situated in a specific cultural and kairotic instance, they still showcase ways that stories
act and build networks that tie together human and nonhuman experiences. In such,
stories resist being categorized as objects, but instead invite an understanding that they
are processes binding together networked knowledges. In the above examples, these
networks grow from stories that create porous boundaries around temporal constraints
and through the physical and felt experiences that transcend the human/non-human
binaries. In this knowledge-making praxis, we can see the doings of a storytelling
methodology. In this chapter, I outline the characteristics of these storied acts through
the features present in indigenous stories such as the ones I recount above. As a
framework for methodological praxis, storytelling requires that we listen to (instead of
seeing and sorting) and pay attention to the ways that medium respond to audience and
shape stories. The stories told also require us to identify voices of multiple agents
instead of immediately seeking the dominant agent (or agents). Through these moves,
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we draw porous boundaries that surround events, cultures, and frameworks and relate
agents of many origins--human, animal, environmental, objectant, machinic, and so on-into explanations that honor how their origins and actions build more durable
connections to each other. We understand that our language has slippage, that is, we
actively partake in deception for good ends, and we share authority in order to sustain
and survive, though not in totally predictive ways. All of these actions I’ve highlighted
(and will expand on) lead to letting our knowledges shimmer among perspectives and
collect into networks rather than exist as fixed structures. In other words, our stories
and encounters with storytelling form networked knowledges that develop a
methodology that arises from a knowledge-making praxis embedded in participatory
communities.

4.2

Participatory Actions and Storytelling Relationships in an Indigenous Worldview
For the Cherokee and other indigenous peoples, stories, along with other

traditions such as ceremonies, crafts, and songs work to keep individuals and their
culture in balance. These traditions urge them to practice duyuk’ta, meaning “placing
importance on the good of the whole more than the individual; having freedom but
taking responsibility for yourself; staying close to earth and all our relations” (Duncan
25). In retelling the Haudenosaunee creation story of Sky Woman, for example, Lisa
Brooks explains the indigenous practice of participatory thinking that sustains
relationships in ways that keep culture and society in balance. In the story, animals work
together to bring up a handful of dirt from the depths of the water after seeing Sky
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Woman. Each tries unsuccessfully to bring up the dirt: the small rat gives up his life to
bring a small handful of dirt to the turtle’s back. Because of his work, the geese are able
to fly up to Sky Woman, who releases a seed she has carried from the Sky World into
the dirt of the turtle’s back. From this seed, the earth is born (238). Brooks emphasizes
that “the thinking that results in the creation is cooperative, drawing on the insights and
abilities of all the members of the community to solve the problem at hand” (238). This
story shares several aspects of the Cherokee story in which animals work together to try
to harness fire, which they knew was powerful. The fire was inaccessible to the animals
because of the water that created an obstacle not only to maneuver but also to avoid as
it might extinguish the fire. Because of the water between the animals and the fire, the
animals held a council in order to decide who should collect the fire. After several tries
by Raven, Owl, Snake, and others, the small water spider volunteered to bring back the
fire. When the other animals questioned how the small spider might bring back the fire,
she created a basket from her web, placed it on her back, and darted across the water.
The water spider returned with coals in the basket, and since then, the fire has burned.
Brooks further explains through these stories, “Human participation is highly valued
because it attempts to work in concert with the activity of creation, as opposed to acts
motivated only by individualistic desire and will” (240). For Brooks, these stories that
stress the importance of holding council and deliberation focus on the community and
how activities will affect others. She explains, “Our literary traditions emphasize the
power of thought in transformation. They tell us that the thinking that creates the world
is an ongoing activity with which we, as human beings, are engaged” (238). For her, as
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scholars, we are a part of “a long indigenous intellectual tradition” of participatory
thinking, relationality, and action (240-241). Our methodologies, as such, should not
only be framed through these aspects, but also actively participate in the communal and
relational. I argue that through storytelling methodology, when seen as a knowledgemaking praxis, researchers are weaving together the theoretical worlds of storytelling
with the actions and deliberations that stories invite and the relations they uncover and
sustain. In order to understand the theoretical worlds of storytelling, it is equally as
important to understand indigenous worldviews that are deeply expressed not just
through stories, but all aspects of understanding one’s place within the world.
If I were asked to summarize an indigenous worldview in the most succinct way
possible, or if you were to ask the same question on a short elevator ride at a
conference, the answer would simply be, “All our relations.” While this phrase is simple
and generalizing, it also invites us to unpack the meanings and layers developed in these
three words. As I explained in previous chapters, “all our relations” is, in part, a
developing ecology and a sustained network that contextualizes our human, nonhuman,
animal, machinic, environmental, cultural, time-based, etc. relations. But even still, “all
our relations” is also a moment of doing--an active stance. “All our relations” is not
referring to a static network or an isolated, closed-loop ecology. Another way of thinking
is to talk about the meaning and role of community in indigenous world views. As I
explained early on, for Cherokee, this word is sgadug, meaning a sustained community
that takes care of itself through stories. As another way to understand the
characteristics of sgadug, Jace Weaver explains what he terms as the “wider community”
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that is best expressed through kinship terms as another way to define sgadug. The
“wider community[...]includes all the created order[...]No sharp distinction is drawn
between the human and nonhuman persons that make up the community” (39). Using
the Lakota precatory punctuation mitakuye oyasin, meaning “all my relations,” Weaver
explains that this phrase invites “the web of kinship extending to the animals, to the
birds, to the fish, to the plants, at all animate and inanimate forms that can be seen or
imagined. More than that, ‘all my relations’ is an encouragement for us to accept the
responsibilities we have within this universal family by living in a harmonious and moral
manner” (39). He compares this worldview to the Eurocentric view Clifford Geertz
establishes: the individual is bounded within the universe as “a dynamic center of
awareness, emotion, judgment, and action” meaning, that the Eurocentric worldview is
structured in a metonymic--a part-to-part--relationship. Indigenous worldviews, on the
other hand, are in a synecdochic, that is a part-to-whole, relationship with the universe.
(39)
The role of stories and the storytellers in the synecdochic worldview, according
to Weaver, is to act in a way that sustains the community through communal traditional
stories that “belong to the People and define the People--the community--as a whole”
(42). These stories do not act as an imitation of the world, a mimesis, but rather create
and sustain identities as well as maintain knowledges and epistemologies, even
encompassing the idea that stories “have tremendous power to create community.
Indeed, it may be that the People cannot have life outside of stories, their existence
contingent upon the telling and hearing of communal stories” (40). Weaver notes that
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stories exert an active force on the very fabric of indigenous worldviews. He names this
action a communitism, explaining that “communitism, or its adjectival form
‘communitist,’ is a neologism of my own devising. Its coining[...]is necessary because no
other word from the Latin roots communis or communitas--communitarian, communal,
communist, and so on--caries the exact sense necessary. It is formed from a
combination of the words ‘community’ and ‘activism’” (43). Weaver’s framing of
communitism as both community and activism highlights the participatory nature of
actions within indigenous communities and the doings of stories that work together and
“seek creative ways in which to survive and persist as Natives in the midst of an alien
culture that continues to dominate Native existence” (162). Weaver’s concept of
communitism is useful in building an understanding of stories as producers of action and
not just content since it connects the participants and agents within communities
directly to the idea of action through activism. Using this understanding and framework,
storytelling, then, acts as a methodological framework that is participatory through
creating and sustaining communities of human and nonhuman agents and centered on
knowledge-making as an active force. Indeed, for Weaver, the role of contemporary
storytellers in indigenous cultures is to reaffirm the survivance of stories. He contents,
“[Storytellers] are looking back and looking forward to new myths, creating in the
process new, praxis-oriented view of identity and community” and, more importantly,
they aren’t just “‘plastic medicine men’ who peddle Native traditions--real and fictive-for material gain and recognition” (164). For me and for the sake of this project,
Weaver’s understanding of the complex and force-felt nature of storytelling
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relationships built through participatory means act as the foundational framework to
understand the way stories act and what they accomplish in our research
methodologies that are necessary when treading the tensions between metonymic and
synecdochic worldviews.

4.3

Storied Practices

In these participatory relationships, stories, storytellers, and listeners all work
together to build knowledges, that is, they sustain traditional knowledges and create
new knowledges that are carried through traditional knowledges. During these
encounters, Lee Maracle explains the dynamics of storied practices:
We are listening--our imaginations fully engaged--to what is said, what is
not said, and what is connected to what is not said. The words spoken by
other direct the listener to imagine and think. Rememberers attend to
the words spoken with care, so that the oratory can be repeated later.
They commit to recalling without judgment every word spoken. The
speakers use words sparingly with poetic force, vision, and poignancy, so
the rememberers will have an easy time of recall. Once the first round of
deliberations is up, we imagine the story that will encourage us to look
again to peel back each layer and gain deeper understanding. (58)
The relationships between each agent is carried through to the next encounters, each
learning, adapting, and contributing to that new encounter in an accumulation of
communitism. When separated from this knowledge-making praxis, the stories can be
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seen as categorical, each encounter asking for a different type of story. However, I argue
that we should resist the urge to categorize these stories as a way to pull them apart
from this complex network of action. When collected in print, Cherokee stories are
often categorized by similar types and elements—animal stories, creation stories, Little
People stories, monster stories, and others. However, these categories serve only to
identify the characters and plots in these stories and are disingenuous to the doings of
stories. Rather than treating each story as its own object, which I admit has power in
other venues, I seek an understanding of how these stories are enacted and networked
through storytelling. Given the complex and living nature of storytelling that makes it
difficult to include every characteristic of storytelling, I highlight a selection of the kinds
of storytelling that frames these stories through knowledge-making praxis: stories as
time-based, medium-sensitive, ecology-based, survivance, relational and networked,
and ethical deception.
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Storytelling
Characteristic

How functions in Cherokee Storytelling

Activity Required
by Speakers &
Listeners

Time-based

told and retold

listening to

Medium
Sensitive

differences between oral stories and
print-based stories

paying attention
to

Ecology-based

place-based, event-based, participantbased

drawing porous
boundaries for

Survivance

use origins to adapt and to propel into
the future; are living forces; connect
cultural values and frameworks to
contemporary experiences

sharing authority
in order to sustain
and survive,
though not in a
totally predictable
way

Relational &
Netoworked

draws relationships between all human
and non-human entities

identifying voices
of multiple agents

Ethical
Deception

use deception to show how language
cannot fully capture meaning (its
inherent slippage)

deceiving for good
ends

Table 4.1: Features of Indigenous Storytelling

As stories and storytelling differ, I have focused on the following specific traits of
storytelling in order to illustrate and relate it more fully to a knowledge-making praxis.
While stories in indigenous cultures may serve similar purposes, for the sake of not
generalizing, I am focusing specifically on my knowledge of Cherokee stories to highlight
the different ways stories enact relationships.
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4.3.1

Time-based

Cherokee stories are time-dependent, often with certain stories only being told
during certain seasons, events, and gatherings. “For Native storytellers, there is
generally a proper place and time to tell a story,” explains Thomas King, a novelist of
Cherokee descent. He continues, “Some stories can be told any time. Some are only told
in the winter when snow is on the ground or during certain ceremonies or at specific
moments in a season” (153). The time to tell stories depends on the relationships
between location, participant, nature, and specific moments. Time is also a factor on
when and how stories can be retold. Teuton tells this story while working on his book
Cherokee Stories of the Turtle Island Liars’ Club: While trying to record one of the stories
by the elders, the background noise made the recording unusable as it drowned out the
storyteller’s voice. When Teuton returned to the elder to ask if he would either rerecord the story or allow the use of other technologies to clean up the noise, the elder
told him that that wasn’t necessary. He explained that the story, although recorded, was
simply not meant to be heard and passed on as knowledge in this case. Also in this case
the technology played an active role in determining that the time was not appropriate
for the re-telling and that this story’s knowledge was not meant to be gained at this
specific moment.
Another example of time-based stories includes the moment I had when
meeting with Tom Belt at Kituwah. Although I carry the knowledge from those stories
with me and thus can retell those knowledges in this dissertation, the specific stories
conveyed to me at Kituwah were meant for that specific time. We might think about
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time-based stories in a non-restrictive way if we consider further own storytelling
moments. For each of us, we have experienced some sort of story “trigger,” perhaps
while spending time with family, friends, meeting new people, etc. For those that teach,
it may have been felt during a discussion with a class—the moment that you all of a
sudden change from a lecture discourse to a storied discourse. In that kairotic moment,
a story is called forth and related to the rest of the class. It may be a story told often or a
new story that you didn’t know would be effective. Either way, the time was right for
that story in ways that it wouldn’t be right during other times.

4.3.2 Medium-based
While orality is at the core of storytelling, these stories, including several
volumes of Cherokee stories, often are disseminated to a wider audience through print.
Gerald Vizenor tells us that “The immanent pleasures of an aural performance are
unbodied in translation; the tribal experiences that were heard in stories, and natural
variations on stories, are transformed in publications that are seen as cultural
information” (Narrative Chance, x). One of the clearest examples of this transference
between oral and print is James Mooney’s Myths of the Cherokees, printed in 1900 yet
still immensely popular and still currently in print 116 years later. Mooney was an
American ethnographer and lived several years with the Cherokee. At the time, the tribe
saw the inherent value of collecting and printing their stories as cultural artifacts, but
changed the stories just enough. The tribe knew that the medium and the intended
audience was not focused on the practice and experience of storytelling, but on the
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preservation through printed word. While tribal members often direct printed
collections of stories currently, the same practice of adjusting, withholding, and
adapting stories for print continues.
Language also plays a role as a medium for storytelling. Stories told in Cherokee
are inherently different than stories told in English. As a medium, the Cherokee
language differs from English in that it verb-based, with case ending that are
relationally-based on the physicality of the objects, the direction the speaker stands, the
distance between speaker and object, and even the relationships between the speaker
and listener. Sometimes, this means that you can have four to five different prefixes or
suffixes on verbs, and each of these prefixes and suffixes changes the inherent meaning
of sentence. (See Duncan; Holmes and Smith). What this generally means is that many
puns and most wordplay are lost during translation. A good example of this type of
wordplay can be seen in the English sentence “Pass me the gravy.” The verb, “pass,” has
shape markers in Cherokee, meaning that the shape of the object affects the case of the
verb. So in Cherokee, if you wanted to subtly insult the chef by calling their gravy lumpy,
you would ask, “Asu:sdi deskv:’si,” which literally translates as “Gravy it-solid-hand-me,”
instead of the polite “Asu:sdi desginehv:si,” of “Gravy it-liquid-hand-me” (Holmes &
Smith 23). Just as the subtly of the joke is lost when it is translated into English, the
humor inherent in this Cherokee wordplay and in stories is lost when a story is
translated into another language. For Cherokee storytellers, they know that telling a
story in Cherokee will construct a different kind of story and engage the listeners in
different ways. Telling a story in Cherokee also means that the language as a medium
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acts as a network between human participants and objects, surroundings, technologies,
locations, and distances.

4.3.3

Ecology-based Relationships

Deloria argues, “Non-tribals can measure the distance to the moon with unerring
accuracy, but the moon remains an impersonal object to them without personal
relationships that would support or illuminate their innermost feelings” (We Talk, You
Listen 12). In indigenous stories, every entity—human, nonhuman, place, and event—is
deeply embedded in personal and ecological relationships. Stories not only teach us
how to interact with the world around us, but explain how we are drawn together and
depend on these relationships. In Cherokee, the relationship between Selu (Corn
Mother), Kana’ti (the Hunter) and their interactions with the plants and animals around
them, put Cherokee values on gender balance into a dynamic relationship with the
world around them. In this story, Selu produces corn and beans from her body to
sustain her family while Kana’ti goes out each day to bring back a deer to add to the
daily sustenance. Henry, et al., in distinguishing between Eurocentric and indigenous
ways of knowing, explain that while theory relies on an object and the perceptions of
that object, story perception “moves to and from, through and with natural, spiritual,
animal, plant, mineral, human individuals and communities, transmitters and receptors,
naturally, supernaturally, and artificially communicated, among all we know to say, or
sense, move, or write, or sing, or dance” (19). These ecological relationships drawn
between stories are also enacted in daily life as well. As a way to draw relationships
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between Selu, Kana’ti and contemporary relationships, Cherokee wedding practices call
for the groom’s mother to bring venison to the ceremony while the bride’s mother
provides corn and beans. As a white blanket is drawn around the bride and groom after
they receive these gifts, their lives and are drawn as one. Without stories, these
ecology-based relationships are unclear and the meaning is lost.
During the process of collecting glacier stories from aboriginal storytellers in
order to understand cultural histories and local knowledge, Julie Cruikshank explains
that “the line between human and nonhuman is less distinct than some might imagine”
especially when considering northern Athapaskan and Tlingit traditions (69). As she
collects stories from these storytellers, she relates that these stories often highlight the
ecological balance between human and nonhumans working together in a system to
produce what she calls “moral frameworks and physical order” that reflect back on one
another (70). She contends that “interpretations of natural, social, and cultural worlds
became gradually disaggregated in a place where they were formally viewed as unified”
and her work pushes us to “examine the consequences of that fragmentation” (4). She
uses the term local knowledge to refer to “tacit knowledge embodied in life experience
and reproduced in everyday behaviour and speech” (9). Local knowledge is more than
just the stories of the place, but the place and histories that make those stories. By
examining stories and oral histories as cultural artifacts, Cruickshank clarifies how this is
switching to understanding storytelling as a practice that is seen as “a part of everyday
life and that provides a framework for understanding historical and contemporary issues”
(60). This connection between the past and contemporary experiences helps indigenous
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peoples to understand and retain cultural values that have been oppressed and pushed
for Eurocentric worldviews. As a way to introduce contemporary Athapaskan and Tlingit
women storytellers, Cruickshank writes, “The stories these women tell summon up a
moral system that includes relationships with non-humans—animals also features of
landscape, like glaciers—that share characteristics of personhood” (60). These stories,
as well as many other indigenous stories, show how all our relations are active within
the system that is ecological in nature and each plays a role that is dependent and
reflected on one another, crossing the boundaries between historical and contemporary
experiences.

4.3.4

Survivance

Survivance, as used in indigenous rhetorics, is an active and dynamic negotiation
of survival and resistance (Powell, “Rhetorics of Survivance”; Stromberg). Indigenous
stories exemplify survivance through the practice of storytelling and languages that
maintain culture (Vizenor, Narrative Chance viii). When we tell stories, cultural teachings
and practices are encoded into stories that act as vessels between ancestors and
contemporary experiences. As stories are passed from generation to generation, each
instance of the story connects memory, experience, and teaching, and brings each
speaker and listener into the world “as part of an ancient continuance story composed
of innumerable bundles of other stories” (Silko xix). This continuing thread is at once
resistance and survival—survivance. Weaver contends, “Native survival in the face of
internal colonialism and the revitalization of Native traditions attests to the truth of
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Said’s repeated theme that this is always something being the reach of dominating
systems, no matter how totally they saturate society, and this is the part of the
oppressed that the oppressor cannot touch that makes change possible” (11-12,
emphasis mine). Just as stories tie the past to the presence as cultural survivance, so to
do they adapt and bring in historical encounters, without changing the cultural and
traditional impulse of the story. Many Cherokee stories will now reference white people,
specific locations post-removal in Oklahoma, contemporary technologies such as guns
(instead of bows), and so on. This does not mean that these stories are any less of a
thread, but show and adaptation to continue, bringing in all experiences as part of the
continuous story. Trafzer notes that many contemporary indigenous peoples
understand their existence in today’s contemporary world, but “their tribal traditions,
languages, and stories create a relationship to this land that is unmatched by others.
Their relationship is with each other as a community and with places, plants and animals”
(21). As stories are told, these relationship, he explains, create a future based on past
experience, and ultimately, “Story is that magic that ties all of these themes and ideas
together” (21).
Native traditions, specifically oral storytelling, resist colonization and act as
survivance through that resistance. The importance of not just language but oratory
specifically plays a major role in survivance through stories. When stories are plotted
out in print, they can become disassociated with the storyteller. They are bound in
books, categorized as objects, and placed on shelves, subjected to the agency of the
reader through the means of a publishing press that is often controlled by the oppressor
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(Weaver 22). So while print can record and document these stories, print can also
colonize these stories in the same way that indigenous peoples were (and still are)
recorded and documented through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The thingness of print is
colonized, but the active oratory of stories and storytellers breaks the restraints of print
in an act of survival and resistance. Because these stories enact survivance, they are
lived practices, passed from generation to generation, and adapting to contemporary
situations. The traditions of the past are inherently bound in the traditions and
knowledges of contemporary experiences. Not only are the stories surviving and
bridging past and present, but they are actively resisting the colonial powers that bound
notions of “Native” and “Indigeneity” to the distant past, one that remains comfortable
and conquered by Eurocentric ideas of progress and civilization (Weaver 19-21). These
moments of survivance are deeply felt in stories and celebrated as stories continue from
one storyteller to the next, developing traditions of storytellers that are the protectors
of culture and the disruptors of power.

4.3.5 Ethical Deception
Ethical deception reminds us that language slippage can be characterized in
storytelling as lying (as discussed above) and that translating stories from oral to printed
versions deliver different stories grounded in differing information. Vizenor explains that
the language game of what is seen in print and not heard in stories leads to different
stories, and reminds us that “the printed word has no evolution in tribal literatures; the
word is there, in trees, water, air, and printed on paper where it has been at all times”
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(Narrative Chance x). While print-based stories contain both a record of permanence,
but also a loss of authorship (and authority), this new role creates a space to preserve
and retain cultural practices for distinct audience and those privy to the whole of the
story, as presented in oral-based situations. What this does is provide a means to not
only disrupt institutional power and Eurocentric claims on print and literacy, but also
provides a space for ethical deception in storytelling that emphasize a polycentric
worldview that requires multiple mythologies. Because the indigenous worldview of “all
our relations,” stories need to enact a practice that acknowledges multiple mythologies,
and to do so, requires that these stories not assert one, universal Truth, but instead
employ an ethical deception that leads to a multiplicity of understands and truths.
Weaver explains, “Ultimate reality, which we see through a glass darkly, is like a child’s
kaleidoscope. How it is perceived depends on how the cylinder is held, even through the
bits of glass that form the picture are unchanging” (33). Stories, like this kaleidoscope,
are also composed of the same features, but depending on the storied practice and
encounter, the meanings of the stories invite a slippage of truths. Returning to the
metaphor of the kaleidoscope, he continues, “The task must be to learn as much as one
can not only about the given pattern but about the individual bits of glass, so that when
the cylinder is shaken we can know something about the new image when it forms” (33).
In understanding the ways that ethical deception works, it’s important to highlight
Weaver’s statement here. The story is not meant to be an obfuscation of truths
resulting in a lack of reality, but instead is to be understood as a multiplicity of truths
that result in a newer, layered understanding of those truths. Each time a story is told, it
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can and should produce a different knowledge based on how those truths are parsed
through that specific moment. In this way, the stories remain communal--not just to the
culture and community, but as enacted in a network of participatory knowledge-making.
Returning to our example of Cherokee stories differing between print and oral
performance, we can highlight the ethical deception that occurs during this practice. In
print, there is no agency, no living aspect to stories--they remain the same on the
printed page as long as the same edition is produced. This feature of printed stories can
be used as a power-disruption in that information can be changed or withheld in order
to maintain sovereignty over the stories and the embodied teachings and relationship
within. In the example of Mooney’s collection, these stories left out key cultural values
because those telling the stories knew that the audience would be outside of the tribe
and that some teachings and practices are meant only for tribal members. On the
surface, not much of the story has changed. But those familiar with the stories will
immediately know what is missing and will be able to fill in the rest of the details with
their own intimate knowledge. In this way, this ethical deception acts as a protection
and means to react against colonial power structures. Protecting stories from
colonization through these deceptive moments ultimately serves the good of the
community and provides an ethical means of survival against forced erasure.

4.4 Stories in Posthuman Ecologies
Each of the above characteristics of stories illustrates the way that stories create
and sustain networks between human and nonhuman agents. This posthuman
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relationship is always already a part of indigenous worldviews and relationship-building
that is sustained through participatory epistemologies. Marilou Awiaka, Cherokee
Storyteller, explains how America is seeking wholeness and going back to all of her roots
through these storied encounters is the only way this may be possible: “The Native
American Story—and the holistic mode of thought it embodies—spring from the original
root in our homeland. The story is designed to move among the strands of life’s web,
both within the individual and within the community, to restore balance and harmony”
(155). This “going back” serves as a distinct moment in which worldviews collide
between fragmented, dissociated knowledges to an ecological model of knowledgemaking. To her, the Story and its “ancient ways offer a helpful pattern in making new
connection among our different people and academic disciplines” (155). Even in
Eurocentric philosophies, there is an observable shift to ecological thought and
existence. Deloria explains, “American society is unconsciously going Indian. Mood,
attitudes, and values are changing. People are becoming more aware of their isolation
even while they continue to worship the rugged individualist who needs no one. The
self-sufficient man is casting about for a community to call his own” (We Talk 11). While
Deloria is focused specifically on the American social, the same shift and searching for
community can be felt in recent posthuman theories in part due to a reaction felt from
the postmodern nihilism and deconstructed Truths. Whereas indigenous worldviews
have always been ecological, Eurocentric worldviews are turning to ecologies and
networks to recontextualize the role of the individual in relation to a human and
nonhuman society. However, there are still key differences between the two worldviews
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that need to be unpacked. Put simply, according to Deloria, “[Changing thought patterns]
is an extremely difficult transition for any society to make” (15) and indeed, the traces
of a metonymic world view in Eurocentric philosophies is hard to erase.
Beginning with Lyotard, the individual “doesn’t amount to much, but no self is an
island; each exists in a fabric of relations that is now more complex and mobile than
ever before” (15). Within these island relationships, power structures and dynamics shift
from a hierarchical frame to a more disseminated framework. Here is where the
individual’s place in Eurocentric worldviews shifts to a more ecological framework,
defined by Toulmin through a comparison: “The Newtonian view encourages hierarchy
and rigidity, standardization and uniformity: an ecological perspective emphasizes,
rather, differentiation and diversity, equity and adaptability” (194). Through Toulmin’s
ecological definition, agents in that ecology are defined through their differences and
diversity, rather that organized through hierarchical means. What this means is that the
relationships formed in an ecological state are similar to various nodes of a network
when they are joined together. While Massumi focuses on the connectability of these
networks and nodes (20), an apt and productive metaphor of rhizomes that stems from
the works of Deleuze and Guattari, especially when put in conversation with indigenous
philosophies. A rhizome, based on the plants found in nature, “ceaselessly establishes
connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and circumstances
relative to the arts, sciences, and social struggles” (Massumi 9). For Deleuze and
Guattari, the rhizomatic network accounts for several agents but also the social contexts
and power dynamics that act as nodes within that network as well. Deleuze and Guattari
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specifically focus on the rhizome as a non-hierarchical compared to a root-tree
relationship. Both grounded in the natural world and focused on connected/networked
relationships that may be or seem unnatural, the rhizomatic system focuses on the lack
of a clear beginning and end to the rhizome. It is propagated and grows, acting as an
assemblage of nodes. Yet, as a metaphor drawn out from the natural world, a rhizome
sprout can be cut away and become another set of rhizomes, distinct and separate from
the previous rhizomatic system it grew from. In this sense, the rhizomatic system is
emergent from the node of the rhizome plant. I bring this up to showcase the subtle
differences between the traces of the metonymic (part-to-part) relationship that
rhizomes and networks inhabit. While rhizomes may act synecdochic (part-to-whole)
when seen in the network, once they are cut away, we see the metonymic relationship
as the whole remains unchanged and the part begins a new whole when propagated
elsewhere. While the tension between these opposing worldviews can be felt, weaving
together conversations between theory in a Eurocentric sense and stories-as-theory in
an indigenous sense serves as a ultimately productive spaces as these theories play up
and out against each other. For Indigenous peoples, ecologies are experienced in a very
literal sense. They aren’t emergent or bounded in the same ways as networks and
assemblages, and the experiences that happen in these ecologies are carried across
temporal boundaries. While these differences between worldviews are important to
note, these worldviews still share a space to bring each into conversation with one
another.
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A clearer distinction between a Eurocentric approach to ecologies and an
Indigenous approach can be highlighted using Ingold’s discussion of Latour’s ActorNetwork Theory (ANT) in his story “When ANT Meets SPIDER.” In this story, SPIDER is
curious about ANT’s function as an individual in the colony, and more specifically, what
this colony consists of. Full of puns, ANT explains that the act-ant does not exists as an
individual agent, but instead, its agency is distributed throughout the network (90).
While SPIDER accepts that the colony is a network of act-ants (emphasis on the act), he
still wonders about the role of non-ants in this colony. When asked if non-ants have
social lives, ANT retorts, “Absolutely. Anything can belong to the network, whether ant
or non-ant. It is precisely this point that I take issue with my colleagues. They seem to
think there is something about being an ant—some essential anthood—that sets them
apart from other creatures, in a separate world of anture as distinct from the material
world of nature in which the existence of all creatures is confined” (91). What ANT is
proposing is not just a system based on connectability and relationality (although both
are inherent in the system), but a network that also treats non-human actants as
exhibiting equal active roles in that network as human actants. This posthuman system
is defined through these distributed actants which do something in the network (Latour
128). Another way to frame Actor-Network Theory is to focus on the push/pull
relationships between actants. When one actant impacts the network, there is a
reaction (even an unexpected reaction) that occurs in other actants (Latour 129). In this
way, a network doesn’t hold a thingness, but rather becomes a snapshot of actions at
that time that action is occurring. Returning to Ingold’s narrative, ANT claims that this is
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no different than SPIDER’s web and therefore should be easy to understand. However,
SPIDER counters, “The lines of my web are not at all like those of your network. In your
world there are just bits and pieces of diverse kinds that are brought together or
assembled so as to make things happen. Every ‘relation’ in the network then is a
connection between one thing and another. As such, the relation has no material
presence” (91). SPIDER’s critique of the non-materiality of ANT turns the conversation to
the importance of materiality in these networks. While ANT makes no material
distinction between human and non-human, SPIDER points out that “Our concept of
agency must make allowance for the real complexity of living organisms, as opposed to
inert matter” (94). For SPIDER, these connections and relationships are built in
experience and real world complexities and do not reduce to a non-material abstraction.
For him (SPIDER and Ingold), the ability to adapt to the perceived environment requires
skill and attunement that is developed within the organism and the environment (94). In
this web of experiences, knowledge-making resides in that growth and adaptation. It’s
not just a snapshot of any giving moment, but has a real, material temporality of growth.
In other words, the web and the ecology is all the snapshots all at once.
Returning to an indigenous worldview, Ingold’s SPIDER (Skilled Practice Involves
Developmentally Embodied Responsiveness) theory more fully relates to the ecological
functions of participatory relationships and the ways that knowledge-making occurs in
these relationships. The temporality and growth in Ingold’s social theory helps situate
the whole of ecologies. While Latour’s ANT and Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizomes
function as networks, these networks are emergent—i.e. they exist at a particular time.
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An ecology has no solid points or nodes and encompasses an entirety of what can be
seen as an ecosystem that includes knowledges and experiences of pasts, presents, and
futures. Knowledge is not bifurcated, like a rhizome, but instead exists at the same time
as other knowledges. Depending on the human experience in this ecosystem, the
knowledges they take with them are contextualized not just through relationships, but
also their own past, present, and future experiences. Just as a spider’s web feels the
vibrations of the fly that lands on it, those vibrations affect the spider who is attuned to
those movements, and also to the leaves to which the web is attached. The leaves, then,
are connected to the trees that also blow in the breezes, and those trees are connected
to the ground that they happened to be placed in. Now, because of the spider’s
experience in the world, she will know whether the fly or the leaves create the
vibrations, but she may also be aware of the effect that the ecosystem around her plays
into this moment as well. For the Indigenous worldview, ecologies are not mere
abstractions or metaphors. Indigenous metaphysics is based in the literal, biological
ecologies and the experiences that have been passed down, felt presently, and will
continue beyond that person’s existence. This is what is meant by all our relations. The
fly on the web doesn’t just bring its present state, it brings with it the experiences and
knowledges of its ancestors, just as the spider’s instincts are also passed down through
evolutionary traits. Daniel Wildcat, a Yuchi member of the Muscogee Nation of
Oklahoma and co-director of the Haskell Environmental Research Studies Center, puts it
this way: “The incredible gulf between Western and indigenous metaphysics is best
summed up as follows: in the Western context, metaphysics became a study for
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philosophers; in indigenous communities metaphysics would be understood as the basis
for living well—attentively, respectfully, and responsibly—in this world” (“Schizophrenic
Nature” 52). These experiences and knowledges are grounded in being and dwelling,
and they are not emergent and non-material. Wildcat also explains that “we, human
beings, in all our rich diversity, are intimately connected and related to, in fact,
dependent on, the other living beings, land, air, and water of the earth’s biosphere. Our
continued existence as part of the biology of the plant is inextricably bound up with the
existence and welfare of other living beings and places of the earth: beings and places,
understood as persons possessing power, not objects” (“Indigenizing Education” 12-13).
It is these relationships that sustain communities that are not just human-centric, but
all-encompassing of every agent in these ecologies: animals, plants, place, time,
environments—everything that is experienced. To indigenous, the posthuman is not just
the human and non-human actants, and it is not just the embodied responsiveness. It is
experienced relationships that produce knowledge-making systems.
Because these experiences are grounded in action, doing, and dwelling, they
sustain and produce new connections and knowledges which are embodied in
indigenous stories. Indigenous stories, as I have explained, are actions and doings and
are not meant to be dislocated as objects of study. Awiaka explains, “The story is
designed to move among the strands of life’s web both within the individual and within
the community, to restore balance and harmony. Its ancient ways offer a helpful pattern
in making new connections among our different people and academic disciplines” (155).
She clarifies how this is different from a Eurocentric model of knowledge-making that
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“reasons from the outside in, from a collection of facts to a conclusion” and continues
with the web metaphor to distinguish how knowledge is made in “being” (155). She
contends, “From there we spin strands of thought outward an in ever-widening circles
to a parameter of understanding, where the story itself can be told. In short, we will
follow the pattern of the Native American story and weave a web where we can be still
and know that in the belly of the story is life for us all” (155). These experienced
ecologies and the knowledge-making properties of stories within those ecologies make a
more complex model for posthuman relationships. I argue that reflexive research asks
researchers to respond, adapt, and continually develop rhetorical methodologies based
on the experiences of conducted research and the research that is to be conducted.
While there is distinct merit to Latour, Ingold, and other Western philosophers as
researchers look toward methodologies that respond to posthuman and material agents,
I argue that the traces of a metonymic (part-to-part) foundational worldview still
inhibits a researcher’s ability to experience the holistic environment necessary when
seeking out a reflective methodology that places the researcher as a part-to-whole
relationship with all of the participants (human/non-human) that are embodied in that
research.

4.5

The Posthuman Archive in Search of Storytelling Methodologies

As an indigenous researcher, I turn to storytelling methodologies that grow out
of the theories and actions of how stories make worlds in order to indigenize those
posthuman networks that are present, especially in archival research. Archives, as I have
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discussed in Chapter 2, are objects and artifacts that have been forcefully removed from
their originating ecologies. However, even though these artifacts have faced removal
and colonization (especially when we think of specifically indigenous archives facing
literal colonization), they are always already part of ecologies from whence they came.
These artifacts have and are still agents that are dwelling in those systems even as they
assume new roles in their archival environs. However, in order to recontextualize them
and to listen to them, storytelling provides the means to reconnect those material
objects with their previous materialities. For my own work in the archives, I needed a
methodology that not only acknowledged the indigenous ecologies present in archives,
but that sought out ways to re-indigenize my methods. Since my work also intersects
with revisionist histories, the storytelling methodology that I have developed
throughout this chapter (and the previous one) helps guide my approach and situates
me within a knowledge-making praxis that draws on action, lived past and present
experiences, and uncovers the connections that have always been there through all
our relations.
In chapter 5, I employ a storytelling methodology to recover the history of the
Cherokee Female Seminary and re-landscape the disciplinary history of Rhetoric and
Composition. While this basis of this project is grounded in the archives at Northeastern
State in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, this project also exists at the intersections of feminist
and indigenous research methods and theories. Just as the Cherokee Female Seminary
exists at the intersections of gender and race, so also do the methods of knowledgemaking needed to recover and re-contextualize a disciplinary history that speaks to and
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against dominant narratives and this demands a listening to local knowledge and
experiences. As such, this project is also inherently indigenous and asks us to listen to
the stories present and see all the relations within the contexts of these storied archives.
As Malea Powell explains, “Human beings learn to produce texts through both theory
and practice, by listening and doing; that ‘successful’ texts are collaborative and are
meant for the community, not for the self, and that through continued textual
production the community (and the knowledge of its member) survives and gives thanks
for its survival” (“Down by the River” 44). By listening, we also are doing—we join in
that community of knowledge making. In addition to listening to the stories presented
in the archives, indigenous research methods, especially in archival work are dependent
on the understanding that all things are related and all things are relevant (Wilson 58).
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CHAPTER 5. DAUGHTERS OF THE SEMINARIES: A COMPOSITION CASE HISTORY OF
STORYTELLING, RE-LANDSCAPING, AND THE CHEROKEE FEMALE
SEMINARY

Challenging histories of male-dominated composition instruction during the
nineteenth century, this chapter recovers composition practices at the Cherokee Female
Seminary, locating it at the intersections of gender, race, and colonization. Through
indigenous storytelling methodology I have developed in chapter 3 and chapter 4, I
assert that Eurocentric cultural locations landscape writing histories in origin stories of
Rhetoric and Composition through a careful listening to the colonized practices of
archives and archival research. By listening to the indigenous and gendered stories of
the archives, I situate these histories as part of an ecology of practices, traditions,
stories, and landscapes. The practices of researching archives especially remains a
contested research method in indigenous studies due to the realities that archives are
often removed from their indigenous ecologies and placed within colonized networks,
especially when those archives are compiled by researchers that either are not familiar
with indigenous worldviews and/or are not members of the affiliated tribes. In order to
fully indigenize these archives, researchers must use methodologies that uncover the
archives stories and return them back to the lived and experienced histories. Powell
pointedly reminds us that “History isn’t a dead and remembered object; it is alive and it
speaks to us. We are obligated not just to our ancestors out of whose lives we ‘make’
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that history but also to the places and spaces, and the living things therein, who
remember them and—through them—remember us” (“Dreaming” 121-122). The
practice of “revising” history is more than just a creation of another narrative of
disciplinary history. It’s acknowledging the situatedness and materiality not only of
accepted histories, but also of our own relationships with/in research practices that look
back to these histories. Rhetoric and Composition’s narratives centered on Harvard and
other male-dominated teaching spaces, while limited, ultimately offer us a lens to talk
back to and talk through. As David Gold explains, “…we can no longer afford simple
narratives of heroes and villains. It is not enough to simply point to the past for evidence
of practices that align with our own constructions of what is progressive[…]we must
examine how historical actors responded to their own contemporary exigencies, both
micro and macro” (24). My goal for this history and specific case is not to assert one
history’s legitimacy over another, but rather to re-landscape our discipline so that it
acknowledges multiple stories, voices, and histories as all accepted narratives. This is a
story, then, of indigenizing Rhetoric and Composition’s histories.

5.1 Colonial Histories of the 19th Century & Dusty Boxes
The changes in educational philosophies and rhetorical theories in nineteenth
century America occurred alongside the political upheavals and continued colonization
of Native Americans through broken treaties, forced removals, assimilation, and cultural
erasure. Situated at these intersections is the Cherokee Female Seminary, whose history
is tied to political history of the Cherokee Nation. After the actualization of the Indian
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Removal Act of 1830 with the Trail of Tears, the relocated Cherokee Nation began the
process of rebuilding in Indian Territory (Oklahoma). By November of 1846 during the
annual session of National Council, the Cherokee Nation passed an act that jointly
established the Cherokee Female and Male Seminaries. Soon after, David Vann and
William Potter Ross, both prominent members of the Cherokee, traveled to
Massachusetts, looking for teachers for the seminaries while visiting Mount Holyoke.
Impressed with their seminary model and students, Vann and Ross hired two of Mount
Holyoke’s students, Ellen Whitmore and Sarah Worcester, as the first teachers of the
female seminary. In 1850, students began arriving at the female seminary in Park Hill. A
year later, the male seminary would open its doors to applicants as well. Applicants to
both schools were required to be members of the Cherokee Nation as well as have the
literacy skills needed to pass entrance exams that included English language proficiency
in spelling, reading, arithmetic, grammar, and geography. The curriculum and education
model was based strictly on Mt. Holyoke and designed for both Cherokee seminaries by
Mary Chapin, a principal at Mt. Holyoke at the time (Mihesuah 27-31). According to
historian Althea Bass, “The school was not, as people unaware of the history of the
Cherokees might suppose, a brief and superficial attempt to imitate a popular
achievement of the white man; it was part of an elaborate and carefully studied plan of
education evolved by the leading men [sic] of the tribe” (8-9). Both seminaries
remained open and operated by the Cherokee Nation through much of the nineteenth
century, closing at various times because of financial, political, and natural upheavals,
until the Oklahoma state government took over control early in the 20th century.
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Now located in libraries, boxes, and files, the archives of both seminaries leave
behind traces of stories that have as many gaps as there are teeth; not only did both
seminaries suffer devastating fires during their tenure, they also suffered from outside
pressures through treaties enacted by the federal government and forced takeover by
the state government. The ephemeral nature of paper documents associated with
teaching practices—textbooks, catalogs, and student work—bear the marks of these
damages. While those locations have been relegated to our written histories, the people
and knowledges still remain within the material confines archives and as part of the
living stories. For the Cherokee, the seminaries stood as the central location of
education and writing during the nineteenth century, and also served as a focal point of
a cultural location caught between traditional teachings and cultural assimilation during
a time of great upheaval and erasure of indigenous peoples and knowledges. Even in
absence they remained present.

5.2

Revising our Stories, Re-Landscaping our Discipline

To perform revisionist history is to step back from accepted narratives, decontextualize accepted stories, look back, look through, and look within as we revise
through recovering, re-contextualizing, and re-telling histories. Revising the disciplinary
history of rhetoric and composition asks us to call into question the histories that stand
in as our disciplinary origins through a series of connected narratives. Albert Kitzhaber’s
influential 1953 dissertation, Rhetoric in American Colleges, 1850-1900, opens up the
historical locations of composition pedagogies rooted in American rhetorical practices.
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Kitzhaber’s works helps us see the material locations of our histories tucked away in our
libraries and archives. His analysis of nineteenth century textbooks begins the work of
finding our entrenched composition practices, as well as provides a method for
historians and scholars to follow. These histories and practices are found in the pages of
works such as John C. Brereton’s The Origins of Composition Studies in the American
Colleges, 1875-1925, Sharon Crowley’s The Methodical Memory, James Berlin’s Writing
Instruction in Nineteenth Century American Colleges, as well as many others. But as
Jacqueline Jones Royster argues, “What we choose to showcase depends materially on
where on the landscape we stand and what we have in mind. The imperative is to
recognize that the process of showcasing space is an interpretive one, one that
acknowledges a view and often re-scopes that view in light of aesthetic sensibilities—
values, preferences, beliefs” (148). I open with this conversation motivated by Royster
to emphasize a point: The disciplinary history of Rhetoric and Composition is indeed
landscaped—through histories, archives, and institutions. Our texts prune the history of
rhetoric and composition through Harvard’s composition program and textbooks in part
due to the availability of these materials; however, this pruning emphasizes the
connected narratives of the discipline’s histories that locate our origins in maledominated, Northeastern colleges of the nineteenth century.
While these connected narratives of nineteenth century composition pedagogies
are indeed useful to the field and necessary work, I argue that our limited focus stems in
part from the accessibility of archives situated within northeastern schools. What this
ultimately invites is an origin story that is male-centric and exclusionary of minorities
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and women. The beginnings we settle on create locations for our discipline’s histories,
and these locations often are seen as the spaces of our pedagogical practices. Patricia
Donahue, in Local Histories, contends that disciplinary histories “beginnings are
constantly being displaced, progenitors are constantly being replaced, and the writing of
history becomes an interminable process” (225). Considerable work has been done to
find beginnings and reclaim our histories as diverse narratives by locating overlooked
composition scholars and institutions whose archives may not be as robust, but still
leave us stories to tell that offer a counter-narrative to the focus on currenttraditionalism in the Northeast during the nineteenth century. David Gold and Jessica
Enoch are two such scholars that challenge our located beginnings. Gold’s Rhetoric at
the Margins, draws our attention to the roots of education models found in the archives
of colleges in Texas that served underrepresented students. In addition to Gold, Enoch’s
Refiguring Rhetorical Education examines the way nineteenth century female teachers
“invented new forms of rhetorical education that aimed to reshape dominant power
structures by considering how issues of race, language, and culture inflect every aspect
of this pedagogical program” (7). Both Gold and Enoch push the boundaries of our
disciplinary origin stories to expose the cultural situatedness of our locations of writing
and pedagogies entrenched in our histories.
Following this tradition of boundary pushing, I take up Royster’s call for a relandscaping through an archival examination of composition courses and pedagogies at
the Cherokee National Female Seminary during the nineteenth century. While the
school followed traditional women’s seminary educational models with roots at Mt.
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Holyoke, the Cherokee Nation went beyond modeling their courses from other female
seminaries and offered the exact same courses, provisions, and instruction as the
Cherokee Male Seminary. By situating the Cherokee seminaries within Cherokee
teachings of gender balance as well as the importance of education to the nation as a
means of cultural acceptance, I look at traces of pedagogical practices that speak to
socially and culturally conscious and egalitarian educational models. For the Cherokee
nation, models for their own education system needed to respond to the social
pressures of acculturation and accepted gender roles as well as the need to develop a
model of teaching writing that considered the needs of Cherokee-speaking students as
second-language speakers and writers. These cultural locations give us a foundation to
understand a model of teaching that on the surface could quickly be dismissed as
another example of composition pedagogies that followed the Harvard tradition to our
modern understandings of current-traditionalism. But ultimately, these locations tell a
deeper narrative of indigenous educational practices that fit a model of educational
practices of the Progressive movement of the late nineteenth century. My aim is to
open up our bounded locations of writing, recovering what has been pruned away and
looking toward this historical and cultural location of writing.

5.3

Unseeing Our Disciplinary Landscapes: Harvard’s Material Shadow

In order to challenge accepted narratives, I focus on a location of composition
pedagogy and history that runs a chronologically alongside the development of the
Harvard method of composition as discussed by Brereton, Berlin, and others. However,
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this location occupies a vastly different cultural space. This move I make is a deliberate
attempt to not only revise a history that listens to stories that are overlooked in our
disciplinary histories—stories of women and minorities, but also to ultimately show that
our disciplinary landscapes are not void of cultural influences that ask for vastly
different approaches to composition pedagogies. Brereton’s work to gather materials
and summarize the emerging narratives give us an example of extensive and careful
archival work that serves as a model for tracing histories through the textbooks and
student work hidden in archives that were long overlooked. While Brereton’s text
remains influential because of the depth of archival research, he is clearly aware of the
limitations set up by his methods to produce a seemingly de-contextualized and maledominated history of composition, explaining that up until the 1900s, only fifteen
percent of all college students were women (Brereton 19). He situates this lack of
diversity with his methods of assembling his text. While there are many examples of
student writing in other research libraries, Brereton explains, he had to Harvard’s library
and to those texts that were preserved from that time and housed in the library (xv-xvi).
Even as our discipline asks us to push the boundaries of our origins, as historians and
scholars, we are often constrained by the accessibility of archival materials, as Brereton
reminds us. Harvard’s composition practices locate an origin for our discipline because
of the archives available and the accessibility to materials in those archives. Patricia
Donahue reminds us that “‘history’ represents a set of materials that have been
afforded documentary value and that to read a text as a document is to construct it as
evidence for a larger argument” (222). Because of the value given to Harvard by the
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dominant society, the materials that form our histories are also value laden because
they were “worth” archiving. However, when working with institutions that lacked
access to this cultural valuing, we are restricted in the materials that make our histories.
Our materials cast shadows, hide our landscapes, and argue for a singular origin and
singular story.
While there is a finality in artifacts, the stories we tell continue and open up our
locations and histories. Even when limited to materials, our work is to push these
boundaries and listen. The methods I use in challenging these narratives are the same
archival methods used to establish claims to a disciplinary history told through the
Harvard narrative. This is a deliberate move to explore the constructed nature of our
histories and to engage with the important work that not only archival recovery does
but also the stories that are uncovered—stories that often go undiscussed in limited
scopes of patriarchal lineages of educational models. To help us maintain a diverse
history of composition teachings and rhetorical theory, we can look outside of Harvard
and other male-centered teaching instructions as not just a response to these
uncontested histories, but as a way to “re-landscape” our discipline and our locations of
writing, as Royster calls us to do.
However, in order to re-landscape, we must begin by undoing the practice of
unseeing, especially writing practices and educational models of underrepresented
peoples. Malea Powell explains the cultural practice of unseeing indigenous peoples,
such as the Cherokee, in the origins of the Euroamerican-focused and colonizing
American Dream narratives. Centering around stories of settlers as brave men who
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tamed the wilderness, these narratives unsee the indigenous peoples with already
established nations and cultural practices. Powell explains, “For the colonizers, it is a
necessary un-seeing; material Indian ‘bodies’ are simply not seen so that the mutilations,
rapes, and murders that characterized this first-wave genocide also simply are not seen.
Such ‘Un-seeing Indians,’” continues Powell in detailing the materiality of this first-wave
genocide, “gave (and still give) Euro-Americans a critical distance from materiality and
responsibility, a displacement that is culturally valued and marked as ‘objectivity’”
(“Blood” 3). While the practice of unseeing remains deeply rooted in historical
narratives and scholarly practices, indigenous scholars, such as Angela Haas and
Kimberli Lee, perform recovery work and tell counternarratives—a re-seeing—though
indigenous and decolonial methods. In “Wampum as Hypertext,” Haas explains that
wampum “re-vision the intellectual history of technology, hypertext, and multimedia
studies” (78). While wampum is multimedia and a material archive of indigenous stories,
decolonizing counternarratives extend beyond the material. Lee examines
contemporary Native singer-songwriters to extend our understanding of contemporary
storytelling and help students learn to listen as an act of decolonization (111). Both Haas
and Lee help us locate decolonial ways to re-see indigenous practices. In this tradition or
re-seeing, stories of both the Cherokee Female and Male seminaries give us a location
to speak to as well as against the male-dominated northeastern schools with accessible
archives that provide a material space to locate origins. These seminaries, which are
schools that bridge high school and university instruction, are sites of educational
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practices and writing strategies of indigenous peoples within white-dominated
narratives.

5.4

Locations and Histories of the Cherokee Female and Male Seminaries
To locate the histories of the Cherokee seminaries and re-landscape our

discipline, we need to understand the material consequences of hardship and
colonization. One of the greatest challenges of this project has been the scarcity of
materials from the Cherokee seminaries due to hardships that befall both seminaries.
Political pressures from the Civil War forced the Cherokee Nation to close both
seminaries in the 1860s as the Cherokee Nation was torn between the Union and the
Confederacy. After reopening soon after, the female seminary burned completely down
on Easter Sunday in 1887, destroying everything within it except for the grade book that
Anne Florence Wilson, the principal, managed to rescue. In 1909, the newly established
state of Oklahoma took ownership of both seminaries through forced acquisition and
established a normal school. Soon after, the male seminary also suffered the same fate
as the original female seminary—it also burned completely to the ground, destroying
anything housed inside. Anyone who is familiar with archival work understand the grave
impact this has on our ability to recover stories from the archives. Archives rely on the
preserved ephemera—the textbooks, papers, journals, meeting notes, etc. Little is left
of the original seminaries for us in these archives. What is left has been processed and
collected through the state of Oklahoma and outside of tribal ownership. The materials
located in the archives are tied to the political upheavals of the Cherokee Nation as
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well—upheavals that began before the establishment of the seminaries and continued
long after. The Cherokee Nation, established in 1794, was an autonomous tribal
government located primarily in the present-day southeastern United States. With the
passage of the Curtis Act of 1889, the federal government all but dissolved tribal
governments, and the Cherokee Nation was formally dissolved in 1906, prior to the
admittance of Oklahoma into the Union. However, even without a formalized
government, the Cherokee peoples remained and in 1975, the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs approved the modern Cherokee Nation Constitution. Today, the federal
government recognizes three sovereign Cherokee governments: the modern-day
Cherokee Nation, the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, and the United Keetoowah
Band. However, this dispersal of the Cherokee Nation means that the ownership and
physical locations of archival materials are scattered between all of these governing
bodies.
Because of this, recovering artifacts from the Cherokee seminaries means that
our network of research stretches beyond those archival boxes. One of the closest ties
to the Cherokee seminaries that helps us contextualize the teaching practices is the
well-documented educational structure of Mt. Holyoke that the Cherokee
modeled. This model extended beyond instruction and established a socially conscious
educational structure that addressed problems of financial access to education that
many women faced. Lisa Mastrangelo, who has done extensive historical work on
rhetoric and composition curriculum at Mount Holyoke, explains, “Working under
different social constraints than their male counterparts and often utilizing different
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modes of pedagogy, women, especially at the Seven Sisters Colleges, made an often
unacknowledged contribution to the history of rhetoric.” She continues, “Active
pedagogy and student-centered discourse can be seen throughout the models”
(“Learning” 47). Mount Holyoke created a uniquely student-centered approach in all
aspects of curriculum design that was heavily influenced by the school founder, Mary
Lyon. Lyon, who founded Mt. Holyoke in 1837, wanted a school that all women could
attend regardless of educational or socioeconomic background, insisting that they not
call the school a college, a word that she felt was pretentious and had a “wholesome
aversion” to (Locke-Stow 149). One unique, and often contested, method of education
was the inclusion of daily chores and household duties as part of the women’s
responsibility as students at the seminary. This requirement was not to enforce a
domestic sphere within education or to promote subjugation to men. Rather, it kept
the cost of tuition low so that more students would be able to attend the seminary and
receive a higher education that wasn’t bound by socioeconomic constraints. According
to the Mount Holyoke Catalogue:
All the members of the school aid to some extent in the domestic work of
the family. The portion of time thus occupied—about one hour a day—is
so small that it does not retard their progress in study, but rather
facilitates it by its invigorating influence. Yet it is no part of the design of
this Seminary to teach young ladies domestic work. This branch of
education is exceedingly important, but a literary institution is not the
place to gain it. Home is the proper place for the daughters of our
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country to be taught on this subject, and the mother is the appropriate
teacher. (Mt. Holyoke Catalogue 1875)
This focus on an egalitarian approach through domestic responsibilities to one another
was one of several ways that Mary Lyon encouraged a more democratic space and
relationship building not just between students but also faculty.
If we contextualize the political upheavals and assimilation of the Cherokee
Nation, we can see why such an educational model such as Mt. Holyoke’s reached
beyond its place as a women’s model of education. Education would not only improve
individuals within the nation, but would improve the community overall as it was forced
into assimilation and acculturation to Eurocentric notions of citizenship and
“improvement.” With educational strategies forged in Eurocentric models and
pedagogies, the Cherokee Nation could speak back to a larger public, implement
governmental structures that worked through and with westernized structures, and yet
maintain their dedication to community and tribal sovereignty. This act of speaking back,
according to Ellen Cushman, is a method of cultural perseverance. This perseverance is
“a place where Native cultures, for example, enact part of their sovereignty—a process
that allows them to name who they are, what practices count, what structures govern,
and what technologies allow for adaptation” (12). Speaking back to dominant structures,
then, is not just mere assimilation, but a survival practice and a rhetorical practice of
enacted sovereignty. “Sovereignty,” as Scott Lyons points out, “denotes the rights of a
people to conduct its own affairs, in its own place, in its own way” (450). The adaption
of the seminary model was not an erasure of Cherokee-ness by the Cherokee Nation,
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but rather a way to maintain the balance between, as Rose Gubele tells us, truth and
appearance. Explaining that the “dominant culture of the time had a definite agenda” of
assimilation, Gubele explains trickster tactics of survival (50). “We gain strength from
our history, our culture, our stories,” Gubele writes, “However, we have to survive in
this world as well, so we need to wear a mask[...]If we remain Cherokee inside, than
what we ‘appear’ to be doesn’t matter. It is just a survival tactic” (51). For the Cherokee
Nation, education became a means to not only navigate pressures from white colonizers,
but as a way to improve the Nation and to re-tool the forced structures handed to them
from outside cultures. What Mt. Holyoke offers, then, is a means to provide access to
every member of the Cherokee Nation, be that person female or male, wealthy or poor.
In many ways, Mt. Holyoke’s appeal was clear because it worked within Cherokee
culture and teachings. When compared to Harvard, it’s clear that Mt. Holyoke’s
practices would shift and change within these cultural landscapes as access to literacy
and education faced cultural and societal pressures that a top-down, rule-centric, and
closed-door educational model would not speak to.

5.5 Listening to Our Stories and Re-Landscaping Our Histories
To understand the ways that the Cherokee navigated and re-tooled Mt.
Holyoke’s educational practices, we must listen to the stories of these peoples. While
the remaining archives are physically bound to boxes and files, the stories of teachings
and beliefs remain a living part of Cherokee knowledge-making. In archival research, I
turn to Cherokee stories that are imbued with gagoga (living stories passed on through
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storytellers), sgadug (a community that sustains itself), and duyuk’ta (balance) as a
methodology. Employing this storytelling methodology, the stories, archives, and
experiences of the students at both seminaries are brought into an ecology of
participatory knowledge-making. This knowledge, based in oral traditions, is not bound
by writing tucked away in boxes in university libraries, but is shared across generations,
back through history and into the present. We do a disservice not only to these stories,
but also to the histories of indigenous peoples if we do not listen to these stories
alongside the written narratives within the archives. In order to situate our revisionist
histories, we first must understand the gendered location of seminary instruction,
especially at the Cherokee Female seminary. This context helps us read and listen to the
pedagogical evidence within the archives as a location that is structured by and
responding to a confrontation of gender roles between Cherokee teachings of balanced
roles that stem from a matrilineal society and those imposed by the Eurocentric
patriarchy.
Students enrolled at the female seminary faced the double-bind of being both
women and indigenous. As women, they faced the confines of imposed gender roles, a
colonization of their bodies, and subjugation to an imposed patriarchal system. As
indigenous peoples, they faced marginalization, assimilation, and forced removal from
their land and their culture. However, land was not they only cultural tie they were
removed from. Cherokee women of the nineteenth century also faced removal from
practiced Cherokee gender roles. These gender roles differed greatly from the
Eurocentric roles imposed through contact and intermarriage with non-Cherokee.
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Rather than being seen as inferior to men and relegated to a life of domesticity,
Cherokee gender roles focused on balance and working within a complementary
relationship to one another. Cherokee gender roles are told through the stories of Selu
and Kana’ti. Being a hunter, Kana’ti would go out each day to a cave, filled with deer.
Each day, he brought the deer home to his wife, Selu, and their sons, who had seen the
hunter do this. Selu, Corn Mother, provided for her family by producing corn and beans
from her own body. Both in balance, Selu and Kana’ti work to meet the needs of the
community. Theda Perdue, historian of the Cherokee, explains, “The myth of Kana’ti and
Selu provided the Cherokees with an explanation for why men and women in their
society lived the way they did, occupying separate categories that opposed and
balanced each other” (17). Traditionally, according to the story, men were in charge of
providing the game, just as Kana’ti does, and women’s role was tied to the land that
they cultivated, owned, and produced corn and beans to also provide for the family (1718). This performance of gender balance is not just enacted in stories, but is
represented throughout Cherokee culture. Qwo-Li Driskill explains the Cherokee
practice of duyuk’ta (“balance”) as a performance of balance in Cherokee song and
dance, where the men sing and the women shell-shake, and is illustrated in the physical
placements of men and women’s bodies during the stomp dance (62). This structure
kept the Cherokee family and community working together, balancing each other just as
the stories taught us to do and the dances help us perform and practice (63).
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These stories are a lived practice among the Cherokee and manifest in different
ways when this knowledge encounters colonization. One expression of Cherokee gender
roles in a white society that imposed patriarchal values is through education. M. Amada
Moulder explores the early impacts of assimilation and acculturation of education on
the Cherokee Nation. However, rather than presenting a story of abandoned tradition,
she maintains that Cherokee women, through education, practiced gender balance as
well as reinforced community ties. Moulder explains, “[Cherokee women] used the
outsider tools of a patriarchal society to retain power as women…Cherokee women took
these tools [of education] and indigenized them. That is, they used English-language
literacy for Cherokee political purposes and to preserve Cherokee communal values”
(77). While Moulder’s work focuses on early nineteenth century schools prior to the
Removal, these practices of gender balance were carried over the Trail of Tears into
Indian Territory. The Cherokee Nation was determined to formalize an act in 1846 that
“two seminaries or High Schools be established, one for males, and the other for
females; in which all those branches of learning shall be taught, which may be required
to carry the mental culture of the youth of our country to the highest practicable point”
(“Laws of the Cherokee Nation Passed at the Annual Session of the National Council,
1846”). The establishment of both the male and female seminary can be read as a
separate sphere structure; however, the mirroring of curriculum, shared pedagogies,
and emphasis on balance tell a different story. These might have been two separate
buildings, but the practice of balanced gender roles carried out in the administration
and education of Cherokee students tells a different story. This is the story that
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contextualizes our revisionist history—whereas others focuses on a male-dominated
space to contextualize pedagogy and disciplinary history, we can locate other stories
that are balancing on the intersections of race and gender. This context gives us not only
a different read of disciplinary history, but also locates rhetoric and composition
pedagogies in a place that speaks to cultural and societal boundaries and asks those
pedagogies to respond directly.

5.6 Constructing Seminaries and Balancing Gender Roles
In order to understand the importance of Cherokee gender roles, as they were
enacted post-removal during the nineteenth century, we need to return to the story of
the creation of both seminaries. The joint establishment of the seminaries in itself is an
act of balanced gender roles. While both seminaries were established through the same
act and conceived on equal footing, subsequent joint acts explain in detail exactly how
the Cherokee Nation provided for both seminaries as well as how these provisions
would be carried out. In addition, the act also explains mission of both seminaries as
well as the means of hiring teachers, logistics of how the seminaries were to be run, and
the expectancies of the conduct of students attending. However, it is important to note
that this act does not distinguish between the two seminaries, not once providing
different goals, means, or outcomes for either school. Each section of this act refers
directly to both schools under the same heading rather than separating out different
provisions for each. Even the pay for instructors, male and female, was equal. (“Law of
the Cherokee Nation: Adopted by the Council”)
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As further evidence of a balanced gender promoting Cherokee beliefs, the
buildings for each of the seminaries were constructed from the same set of blueprints.
This blueprint (there is only one) is kept in the archives at Northeastern and makes no
references to any differences for the male building or the female building. In fact, the
blueprint is only labeled as “Cherokee Seminary.” The buildings, while at different
locations, were exactly the same and any further improvements done to one building
were completed on the other. Besides this evidence in the archive, little has been said
about the physical locations of the seminaries and the influence of Cherokee teachings
of gender balance. However, we cannot separate physical evidence from these histories,
for all of these stories within the archive speak to one another and to us as we begin the
process of meaning-making through our reading and listening to the context of archives.
Without the knowledge of indigenous meaning and traditions, these stories become
moments of happenstance and are lost our histories. Because we situate this history
within indigeneity and not through a Eurocentric lens, we can start to construct a more
telling history of composition and pedagogy in these seminaries. I argue that because of
the evidence of Cherokee practices of balanced gender roles in the establishment as
well as construction of the seminaries, we can read comparisons across both seminaries,
not as gendered differences, but as balances maintained throughout.
These pieces of history and archival materials help us see networks to form a
history of composition and rhetoric that speaks both to and against the prevailing
notions of disciplinary origins. While our archival research is materially bound and
limited, the seminary catalogues as well as minutes from teacher’s council can help us
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construct a history of composition as located in intersections of gender and indigenous
spaces. With this evidence, we can also begin to make connections back to Mt.
Holyoke—a seminary whose archives are vast and telling. In order to reconstruct this
history, I have taken all of the cultural landscapes previously discussed and
contextualized the evidence within those stories. Because of the evidence of balanced
gender roles maintained throughout both seminary structures, I will draw connections
from both male and female catalogues and situate this evidence within a comparison to
what Lisa Mastrangelo calls a “Deweyian Progressivism” that can be characterized in
part by viewing education as an equalizing force as illustrated in the early and later
educational models of Mt. Holyoke (“Writing” 6-7).

5.7

Listening to the Archives: Recovery Work

From the archives, I collected several pieces to start making connections across
seminaries. To begin, I started with a comparison between seminary catalogues as they
described courses taught at the seminaries. While the archival materials are sparse, I
was able to compare the male seminary catalogue from 1886-1887 to the female
seminary catalogue from the same years. While both catalogues offer the same course
listing for each grade taught during the same semesters, the male seminary catalogue
offers descriptions of the courses offered. While I am not sure of the reason behind this,
except that each catalogue had a different author, I feel confident in the share
pedagogical implications that are uncovered within the male seminary catalogue. One
piece of evidence that speaks to the shared pedagogical interests is a document with
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the meetings from the Teacher’s Institute of the Cherokee Nation. This document, dating
from 1881 and 1882, serves as evidence that teachers from both seminaries were
meeting regularly each to discuss pedagogical concerns and strategies for curriculum
building. Each year, the Cherokee Advocate, the newspaper published by the Cherokee
Nation, would list the program of the institute, as well as the expectations and
outcomes. According to the June 26th, 1885 edition of Cherokee Advocate, teachers from
all of the Cherokee Nation schools were required to attend the two day event as well as
present essays that added to the teachings and might be adopted by other instructors. If
instructors did not attend, they would be docked pay. The mission of the Teacher’s
Institute is summed up within the newspaper article:
[W]e would say the Institute will be just what you make it. There is a
growing demand for a better grade of school work in the country, and the
demands of society scarcely ever wait upon the tardy foot-steps of the
individual. Those who will not advance will of course be left behind in the
long run. But the Institute is designed to help you. Will you be helped?
The teacher should not only be able to meet the demands of the country,
but he should be prepared to move in the advance. (Cherokee Advocate)
Looking through the program, I cross-listed names of the instructors who were
presenting such topics as “Instruction of Arithmetic Methods,” “Instructions in Physical
Training,” “Methods in Object Lessons,” etc. In addition to specific classes listed,
including classes on elocution and grammar, the meeting also provided space to discuss
the best methods for teaching English to Cherokee speakers, whether or not a textbook
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should be used to teach morals, and if there should be a pedagogy class at both
seminaries. Thanks to the extensive work of Devon Mihesuah in Cultivating the
Rosebuds, I was able to trace almost every female name to an instructor from the
Female Seminary. Alongside these names, were names of male teachers from the Male
Seminary that I had traced back to the few archival documents from the male seminary,
including catalogues. What is most telling is that this institute is a combined effort
between seminaries to maintain balance in educational models as pedagogical models
were not separated along lines of gender, but collaborative and balanced in
representation.
In order to situate the seminaries within the boundaries of our discipline, we can
compare pedagogical space created by the cultural locations of the seminaries to the
rise of Current-traditionalist rhetorics, evolving from the Harvard model of composition
instruction from the early nineteenth century and a surge of textbook publications after
the Civil War. Today, the notion of “current-traditionalist” pedagogies can easily fall into
the space of the “catch-all” term used to describe any outdated model of teaching
composition. However, I am specifically referring to the pedagogical practices rising out
of the shift in composition pedagogies during the mid-nineteenth seen in textbooks by
Harvard professors Adams Sherman Hill and Barrett Wendell, as well as Amherst
professor John Franklin Genung and the contemporaries following their early works
(Berlin 58). Berlin categorizes Current-traditionalist rhetoric as “the triumph of the
scientific and technical world view” that championed the “most mechanical features of
Campbell, Blair, and Whately, and them the sole concern of the writing teacher” (62).
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This focus on mechanics is deeply rooted in the roles of universities after the Civil War;
instead of an educational space for the aristocratic elites, universities provided upward
social mobility for rising middle class, and the ability to write, and write effectively, was
one of needed skills to succeed (60). Following the Harvard Reports, which were
developed to track and assess writing curriculum during the late nineteenth century, the
most noticeable and traceable aspects of writing were grammar, mechanics, and even
penmanship. According to Berlin, the Harvard Reports “thus gave support to the view
that has thus haunted writing classes ever since: learning to write is learning matters of
superficial correctness” (61). Current-traditionalist practices are not arbitrarily bounded
in our histories; just as the seminaries are situated in Cherokee practices and needs for
educational practices, Current-Traditional practices are situated within socioeconomic
pressures and university models during the nineteenth century. Without the necessary
recovery work that many historians and scholars have attended to in our discipline,
including Brereton, Berlin, Crowley, Gold, Enoch, and others, these boundaries remain
obfuscated in our disciplinary narratives.
Continuing through the evidence within the archives, we need to contextualize
the Cherokee Female and Male Seminaries course offerings and descriptions within the
concerns and contexts specific to the education of Cherokee women and men. At first
glance, there doesn’t seem to be much room to counter the prevailing emphasis on
grammar, penmanship, spelling, and forms that speaks to a Current-Traditionalist model
of composition study, especially since each of these courses (grammar, composition,
penmanship, orthography) are not only mentioned in the catalogues but are verified as
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being integral to the curriculum for some time. However, one of the mentioned debates
at the Teacher’s Institute, held by the seminaries instructors in the summer of 1882, was
the question of how to best educate Cherokee speakers. Unlike Harvard, the Cherokee
seminaries used grammar classes not as a way to emphasize form over content and
authorship, but as a means to help non-English speakers take command of the English
language because of the pressures of assimilation and oppression Cherokee-speaking
peoples faced. This context can also be juxtaposed with the description of composition
classes in the male seminary catalogue, which clearly outlines:
It is recognized that the English language is a living language and that a
correct use of it can be learned only by practice in speaking and
composition. Technical grammar is taught, but the student is not burdened
with forms. Rhetoric teaches the most effective way of expressing thought.
The composition in connection with this course aims to make the student
familiar with figurative language, and to give him skill in the proper use of it.
Special attention will be given to the study of content of words and to the
choice and use of words. (“Cherokee National Male Seminary” 8)
While grammar is acknowledged as part of the English courses at the seminary,
grammar and forms are not the sole focus of composition.
To further back the claims that the seminaries were not adhering to the Harvard
model and Current-Traditionalist methods following that model, we can look to a list of
the library books housed in the male seminary. We already know that both schools had
equal access to materials through the establishment act, and it stands to reason that
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both schools were following similar teaching methods because of the annual teacher’s
institute. The Cherokee Male Seminary catalogue from 1888-1889 lists the contents of
the library. While this list is mostly focused on fiction, philosophy, religion, history,
science and reference books, there is little mention of textbooks that might have been
used. However, under the “Miscellaneous” heading, Richard Green Parker’s Aids to
English Composition text is listed. Carr, Carr, and Schultz describe Parker as “overlooked”
as a serious pedagogue since he has been categorized as producing several textbooks
during the nineteenth century as a sort of textbook mill (Carr, Carr, & Schultz, 171).
Parker’s approach to composition was focused on invention strategies and the
student/author as an integral part of the compositing process (172). Carr, Carr, and
Schultz call his approach “maverick” and “groundbreaking” for the time, especially with
the rise of Current-Traditionalist works (168-169). While Carr, Carr, and Schultz are
working with his earlier texts, the copy of Aids to English Composition in the male
seminary is prefaced by Parker, arguing:
It would be presumptuous in any author to attempt to give rules, or to lay
down laws, to which all the departments of English Composition should be
subjected. Genius cannot be fettered, and an original and thinking mind,
replete with its own exuberance, will often burst out in spontaneous
gushings, and open to itself new channels, through which the treasures of
thought will flow in rich and rapid currents. (Parker iii)
This preface speaks not to the mindset of Current-Traditional practices and emphasis on
mechanics, but harkens to the student-centered teaching practices implemented by
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Mary Lyon’s during the early years of the nineteenth century at Mt. Holyoke and
illustrated in the structure of her composition courses (Mastrangelo, “Writing” 70). The
influence of Mt. Holyoke on the Cherokee seminaries is clear in these shared
pedagogical moments and artifacts.
While the female seminary catalogue only mentions these courses, we can crossreference evidence of composition methods focused on student-centered models in the
newspaper produced by the Cherokee Female Seminary, A Wreath of Cherokee
Rosebuds. There are relatively few copies of this newspaper in existence in their original
form, and the copies in the archives at Northeastern date from 1854-1857. However,
these newspapers serve as writing samples from students attending the female
seminary. These writings strike a familiar chord with the pedagogical practices of Parker
that have students describe objects, moments, feelings, connections to other subjects,
etc. (Carr, Carr, & Schultz, 174). We can see this in the various topics, such as “Sin,”
“Beauty,” “A Visit to the Fortune Teller,” as well as other compositions written by
female students. One in particular stands out, titled “A Week at the Female Seminary.”
Published in 1857, this anonymous text describes Wednesday as “Composition Day.”
She explains, “One third of it is gone, before the wide ranging, unwilling thoughts can be
collected in a space sufficiently small to compose a dozen lines that will harmonize with
the subject selected. The most appropriate name for this dark day would be, I think, the
Bable [sic] of Sentiments” (“A Wreath of Cherokee Rosebuds”). What she describes is a
method, albeit in her words, a “dark” method of invention—a rhetorical practice
displaced with the rise of Scottish Common Sense Realism. Alongside these student
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writings are the names of each student written in Cherokee, histories of the Cherokee
peoples, as well as the physical space of the paper divided between the English script
and the Cherokee syllabary. These locations are steeped in gender and ethnicity.
While archival evidence is sparse, we can still construct histories of composition
practices and teachings that challenge our dominant narratives. Much like at Mt.
Holyoke, Current-Traditional practices ultimately did not constitute the entirety of
composition practices at both the male and female seminaries. Mastrangelo explains,
“As the overall drive in composition instruction for correctness at the expense of
content continued, other influences also began to work at dismantling such a hierarchy
between student and teacher, correct and incorrect as had been formed by Harvard”
(“Learning” 57). The Cherokee Nation was struggling with acculturation that demanded
a “correctness” to speaking, especially when educating second-language learners, but
the writing practices of these students followed a student-centered approach in
pedagogical teachings during the nineteenth century that provided a model of
education that adapts and to cultural tensions and demands of socially-driven
pedagogies. Current-traditionalism, as it was taught at Harvard, does not open up a
space and location for this culturally situated education and writing. This dismantling
not only changes our historical perceptions of composition histories and the
relationships between faculty and students, but also dismantles the normative
structures of origin stories and helps us situate composition history within cultural and
gendered locations.
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5.8 Re-Landscaping: Looking Back to Looking Forward
Even as we construct metaphoric locations of the discipline, we are acting as
geographer and landscaper, imposing our own frameworks that can ultimately create
boundaries and borders that divide our landscapes and locations along accepted and
othered. Ultimately, locations are contested. However, these contested locations can be
unbound and re-landscaped in ways that can be empowering and act as a recovery of
narratives that are buried under the un-contested canons of histories. Because a
storytelling methodology celebrates and creates a space for participatory knowledgemaking praxis, the ecologies of these artifacts is realized through all our (posthuman)
relationships that seek to indigenize the connections in those relationships. The result is
revisionist history, but it’s also a returning present reality--the reality that these archives
have always already been indigenous even in a colonized state, the reality that our
research methodology need to navigate colonial structures still present, and the reality
we, as scholars, must seek reflective practices that are vigilant against our own cultural
ecologies. Ultimately, what this case shows is that not only are our locations situated,
but we—as scholars, historians, pedagogues—are also situated in our own cultural
embodiments. While there is much work to be done in the archives, the teaching
practices of the Cherokee Female and Male Seminaries help us understand how our
writing and writing histories are always responding to cultural locations, and that our
histories are still needed. More importantly, research writ large has a need for
storytelling methodology as an indigenous knowledge-making praxis. By listening to the
stories tucked away in dusty locations within archives, our histories of composition
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instruction grow into lived practices and locations of culturally situated research and
storytelling.
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CHAPTER 6.

MAKING A STORIED WAY

Hastings Shade, a Cherokee Storyteller from the Turtle Island Liar’s Club, was
talking to Chris Teuton one day about about learning by doing, specifically on the role
traditional crafts have in teaching. He explained how the elders use to talk to him about
learning, saying “‘Nijadolihvi jadetlosgwasdi. Tla yidetlosgwasdi.’ ‘If you want to learn
you’re goin’ to learn. If you don’t want to learn you won’t learn.’ And if you learn, it’s
going to be yours. And if you don’t learn it, that knowledge belongs to someone else”
(Teuton, Turtle Island 141). This is the way it is with stories. Stories are there to tell and
to hear, and if you are willing to listen, you will take that knowledge with you. Stories
are not meant as objects to be set aside, owned, or taken control of. They exist as a
knowledge-making praxis that sustains the community of all relations (human and nonhuman, material and non-material) together. Most importantly, stories are the how:
they are how we learn, how we create balance, and how we make knowledge.
Understanding the how of stories begins young, as well. As a new parent who hopes to
raise a child who develops a deep appreciation for their Cherokee roots, I’ve sought out
Cherokee stories in various bookstores so that we can begin to read and learn together.
Typically, the stories that get printed for children are Cherokee animal stories—stories
about Rabbit and Bear, why Possum’s tail is bare, why Mole lives underground, and
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other similar anthropomorphic tales. It’s easy to see why these stories get published in
Children’s literature in our Disney-fied children culture in America. However, as I have
discussed, it’s not the content of these stories that have power, and these aren’t just
children’s stories of simplistic adventures of forest animals. The Turtle Island Liar’s Club
tells these same stories, often called the “How” and “Why” stories. Chris Teuton
explains, “These stories tell about how our world was made and how animals came to
be the way they are today. On the surface, they seem to be about the physical world.
But kids aren’t fooled. If you listen closely, you’ll see that these ‘how and why’ stories
are about how our thoughts and actions transform ourselves and the world” (Turtle
Island 194). We shouldn’t be fooled either by a Eurocentric coding of stories, for they
hold much more power than a nugget of content, much more than entertainment and
escape, and much more than a close analytical reading of a canonized text.
Stories are the knowledge makers, and when we are brought into that
storytelling model in relation with all that is a part of that model, our knowledges and
worldviews are shaped and formed if we choose to listen. Lisa King, Rose Gubele, and
Joyce Rain Anderson, all indigenous scholars and rhetoricians, explain, “The very terms
in which a story is told shape the story, shape the epistemologies of the world glimpsed
there, and draw a listener/reader’s understanding in particular directions” (King, et al. 7).
This is a weighty task and a powerful methodology because of the abilities stories have
to enact knowledge. Knowing this, it’s important to keep Thomas King’s words close at
hand: “So you have to be careful with the stories you tell. And you have to watch out for
the stories you are told” (King 10). This isn’t just the case for indigenous stories, either.
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Stories of colonialism are embedded in our research practices and shroud an indigenous
worldview of “all our relations” that seeks to sustain ecologies that acknowledge our
human/non-human and our material/non-material agents. In other familiar Eurocentric
words, stories are theory and these theories aren’t the sole property of Western
thought and philosophies. Lee Maracle explains, “Among European scholars there is an
alienated notion which maintains that theory is separate from story, and thus a different
set of words are required to ‘prove’ and idea rather than to ‘show’ one” (Oratory:
Coming to Theory 3). She continues, “Doing requires some form of social interaction and
thus, story is the most persuasive and sensible way to present the accumulated
thoughts and values of a people...there is a story in every line of theory” (Oratory:
Coming to Theory 7). Because indigenous peoples understanding of relationships is built
through experiences, these experiences are transferred through a knowledge-making
praxis that is cumulative and participatory, and not separated into disciplines,
philosophies, or expertise. Deloria argues:
If the student keeps the methodology of trying to related bits of
information to all elements in the scenario, that is to say, to regard
information about plants as relevant to the birds and animals who use
them and the location where they are found, there is no question that a
great deal of important knowledge will be achieved[...]eventually the
student will discover that he or she is the possessor of a knowledge much
broader, deeper, and more comprehensive than what is being taught in
the classroom. (Spirit & Reason 39).
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The broad, deep, and comprehensive knowledge produced through storytelling in these
participatory ecologies is why I see storytelling methodology as an incredibly productive
mode of research and inquiry. Storytelling methodology seeks to uncloud deep
relationships and structures through a participatory act between storyteller and listener,
even if either of these agents is non-human and non-material.
In a storytelling methodology, it is important to understand the scope of “all our
relations.” One of the most difficult stories in this dissertation as I have worked to
develop a storytelling methodology is the stories of both Eurocentric and Indigenous
worldviews. In academia, scholars are organized by discipline, field, research interests,
etc. When a scholar identifies with and researches a non-dominant discipline, such as
Indigenous Studies, these studies get coded as interdisciplinary. While that language is
productive, it can also be seen as exclusionary. There aren’t traditional departments in
universities labeled as “Department of Interdisciplinary Studies,” and while there is a
move to make such spaces in universities, one of the first processes of disciplinary
identification can be labeled as a “siloing” off. This move to silo interdisciplinary studies
that specifically deal with non-dominant voices in academics works two-fold—it works
as a mode of protection and a mode of identity-building. Through these specific and
necessary modes, the scholarship of these non-dominant voices can be legitimized as
well as survive, and this becomes a necessary move to make in academics. This is only
one story, however. To truly experience and practice “all our relations” on an
institutional and academic level, I argue that is it necessary to “silo” to survive and it is
just as important to then open up the conversations between dominant and
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nondominant scholarship. In these academic tensions, there is always a susceptibility
and a vulnerability present that may cause a scholar/researcher/pedagogue to privilege
one story over another, but it’s important to remember the intergenerational and interrelational work between decolonizing and indigenizing the discipline. These moves seek
out a balance between sustaining spaces of nondominant voices and joining
conversations with/in dominant voices. Because of this, I assert that understanding the
characteristics of stories help us as academics to know when and how a story/theory
should be told. Rather than coding our stories as silos, we can acknowledge our stories
as part of “all our relations.” Henry explains:
Theory like story may bring us closer to the impossibilities of reconciling
out still extant needs, desires (even undisclosed pressure?) to legitimize
our theories through our experiences and vice versa. Even as we seem to
be writing about, with, for, or against theory, we cite or narrate our
affiliations, and our cultural experiences, as though we now know well
enough, now, how to subsume one in the other, or both in neither, to
keep writing our way in this strange complex of discourse we have
entered into this engagement with cultures our own or otherwise. (19-20)
In this dissertation, I have attempted to weave together these stories so that we can
build a deeper, broader, and more comprehensive knowledge of our own
methodologies so that we can continue to always navigate and indigenize these
stories/theories, knowing that stories do not just belong to indigenous practices.
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As such, I draw specific attention to archival research as a space of conflicting
stories and tensions between dominant and nondominant research practices. On one
hand, the archivist maintains distance and seeks out provenance and origins of the
artifacts to develop a classificatory system for the archive collection. However, the other
story, as I have explained, is that by definition this mode of classification is inherently
colonial in practice and serves to sever the relationships of those artifacts. That dark,
dusty, often neglected space of the library where the things to research are tucked away
in standardized grey archival boxes that keep their contents hidden from the scholar’s
eye can become a place of colonization and oppression if the researcher is attuned to
those histories and stories. To talk about the archive as a place, I use Derrida’s
description of the archive in “Archive Fever.” Derrida begins with the concept of the
arkhe as the base of archive. He writes, “Arkhe…names at once the commencement and
the commandment. This name coordinates two principles in one: The principle
according to nature or history, there where things commence—physical, historical, or
ontological principle—but also the principle according to the law, there where men and
gods command, there, where authority, social order is exercised, in this place from
where order is given—nomological principle” (9). In other words, the archive, coded
with the concept of arkhe, is the place where things begin and power originates—both
starting points. It is a place, and a present gathering of whatever power is being
exercised at anytime and at anyplace. When the power of that place is contextualized
through colonial and Eurocentric views of research, the power of place and the stories
contained as part of that network are something that researchers need to acknowledge.
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As researchers, we ramble through the archives, searching for that historical
data that seems to emerge out of the various boxes we sift through to increase our
general knowledge and help us dream of new knowledges (Connors 23). But our
rambling and inventive knowledge-making is tied to place--a place of power and a place
of politics (Beiseker 124). As I discuss in Chapter 5, I also rambled into these places at
Northeastern State University with the same desire to find a new knowledge through
points of historical data that I hoped may decenter the histories of Rhetoric and
Composition. With me, I brought experiences and stories from my own family and my
own research background in indigenous histories, Cherokee practices, and indigenous
philosophies. As I also sifted through yellowing folders and gray boxes, I tried to listen to
the stories these documents were telling. As I reflect back to that moment, the archives
were also listening back to me. Acting as agents in this participatory knowledge-making
praxis, the archives listened and acted against their predetermined cataloging and
classifying. A box filled with old blueprints no longer was a technical document detailing
the various materials, measurements, and profiles of nineteenth century architecture.
These blueprints heard the stories of gender balance, of Cherokee duyuk’ta, and
listened. They existed in that moment as material remnants of these teachings and once
again were a part of that indigenous relationship shared through storytelling. Those
colonial structures no longer shaped the archive, and the archives listened by
dispossessing bias and assumptions made through those structures. I assert that for
these reasons, we need indigenous methodologies, specifically storytelling, to do
recovery work and to understand how these stories can retain power in already
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powerful places. Indigenous storytelling methodology impacts archival practices and the
disciplinary histories of Rhetoric and Composition and encourages participatory
knowledge-making practices that ask researchers to engage in human and object
centered ecologies. I argue that these methodologies are absolutely necessary in order
to de-center the histories of Rhetoric and Composition and to push the boundaries to
re-landscape our disciplines so that other stories and voices are heard and recognized.
Once we make these moves, we can start the process of bridging together our stories,
seeking out “all our relations” in Rhetoric and Composition histories.

6.1

Storied Connections & Further Implications

Stories are powerful theories for understanding complex relationships. However,
the stories I tell in this dissertation have further implications and do not have to be
contained within the practices of historiography. While enriching my historiographic
work, the storytelling methodology in this project develops interdisciplinary themes in
knowledge-making practices that are indigenous, rhetorical, posthuman, and ecological,
and can be applied not just to research methodologies but also in pedagogical practices,
specifically dealing with digital rhetorics and technologies. Because indigenous
knowledge-making praxis is based in experiences and transferred through stories,
pedagogical practices founded on storytelling can be a means to decenter, decolonize,
and indigenize our teaching and our classrooms. Critiquing modern educational
practices, such as standardized testing, Wildcat explains, “A good deal of the ills
surrounding us today are the fault of a society where children learn life lessons that
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make their formal education often seem meaningless.” Education has been taken out of
the ecologies of knowledge-making, according to him, and “After all, most of what we
know is not a result of explicit pedagogy or teaching; it is learned through living”
(“Indigenizing Education” 13). Storytelling acts as a means to sustain a participatory
culture, and I see broad implications of this practice as a lived and embodied model to
also sustain participatory learning in decentered classrooms. By creating and revealing
relationships, storytelling networks students individual knowledges and experiences,
and helps students contextualize their writing practices within lived experiences that are
culturally and rhetorically situated. Together, in the classroom, we work to develop a
community of knowledge-makers that not only responds to our diverse networks, but
also actively encourages students to see how their writing practices are also
technologically networked in ways that are shaped and shifted by our rapidly changing
technologies.
6.2

Storytelling In Digital Pedagogies

In physical spaces, we use story all of the time during teaching. There is a
moment in class that something is triggered—a tangential thought, a student example,
an aside—and we use a story to share that knowledge. As I explained before,
storytelling facilitates the sgadug—the networked community through which
knowledge is disseminated and our gagoga rhetorics takes us out of the place of
authority. Essentially, we are kairotically triggered into decentering the classroom each
time we enter a storytelling moment. But things are different in online spaces, especially
asynchronous distance courses. Recently, I taught my first online course on technical
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writing. My experience was mixed—I didn’t know I was teaching this course until soon
before it started, so I didn’t have nearly as much time to prep for it. I also was not
expecting not only the lack of student engagement on some level, but also the lack of
my own engagement. What I felt I had become was a repository of lecture notes,
presentations, handouts, and the occasional dictator of assignments. Throughout this
course, I kept wondering what it would look like if I could restructure the course and the
digital space to practice storytelling as a pedagogical methodology.
What I was able to try in my limited time really changed the way I thought about
teaching as a storyteller. Here’s some of the practices our class employed.

6.2.1

Student Stories

I had the students introduce and situate themselves within their own
communities (majors, hometowns, jobs, etc). Normally, this is an icebreaker in a
physical classroom, but here, we had 20 different storytellers sharing. Students read
through these introductions and started drawing connections, picking up on what
applied to them. Many noticed a shared major or shared job. From these networks and
without much prompting on my part, students started telling stories about what
technical writing meant to them.

6.2.2 Technologies
In order to encourage storytelling practices, I had students use a facebook-like
interface through Blackboard that Purdue offers. While it’s mostly a feed, students can
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post, respond, like, and comment on these discussions. This interface is much more
time-based, with real-time notifications and chronological organization. While
homework was posted to a forum space, we used this Facebook-like space for reading
responses and discussion. Normally, getting students to engage in conversation and to
“listen” to blog posts is like pulling teeth. This interface encouraged networked
knowledge-making, even though the class was mostly asynchronous.

6.2.3 Assignments
As far as assignments, I incorporated more reflective writing in the course and
had students share these reflections at certain points in the composition process,
specifically both drafting and as post-mortems. Students responded well to these
moments of shared stories, especially since this class was not meeting face-to-face. The
focused moved from me as a repository for individual students to the forming of a
collaborative community.
As an indigenous pedagogue, I value seeing relationships between fields,
teaching, and diverse knowledges, and storytelling provides a means to enact these
relationships. In my teaching, I find that underrepresented pedagogical practices
provide accessibility to a diverse population of students without erasing effective
cultural practices of learning. To this extent, I draw heavily on my research on these
indigenizing stories/theories that seek to expose hierarchical structures, and I look to
indigenous practices that help us navigate these inherent power-based relationships
that may form between teachers and students. Specifically, I turned to storytelling as an
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indigenous practice that acts as a means to relate participants, environments, and
experiences in order to create a decentered space to develop a shared knowledgebase.
The stories we mutually create in the classroom establish that learning is an active
process, one that is contextualized through our own cultural backgrounds. By
establishing practices of community knowledge making, students can successfully relate
their expertise they have amassed in part through lived experience when confronted
with different contexts, both inside and outside of the classroom.

6.3 Storytelling in Digital Literacies
In my classes, technology is an always-present part of the course. Whether the
class is held in a computer-mediated classroom or discussions are posted in a shared
online space, I actively engage with the technology that is available and incorporate
these technologies that my students encounter inside and outside of the classroom.
Drawing connections between indigenous rhetorics and digital rhetorics, I frame
technology as a material and affective agent in composition practices, and because of
this, I see a need for developing digital literacies in my courses. Technology is not a
passive tool that bears no influence on our composition practices, but rather is an active
force that shapes our understanding of composition. What I aim to do in my classrooms
is to situate my students within these technological frameworks so that they may
develop and engage with the relationships between material technologies and
composing in digital spaces. However, in my courses, we do not study digital rhetorics as
a type of cultural studies separate from ourselves, but instead as the very grounding of
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our ability to find, interpret, and use information in the digital age. In this way, I ask
students to experience the ecologies of technologies through experiences. To help
students critically engage with their own technologies, I structure my classes through
written assignments that are remediated as multimodal projects. By doing so, students
understand their digital tools as mediums and interfaces rather than viewing them as
impersonal and invisible forces on their composition practices. These moments become
storied ways of understanding the complex relationships within these technological
ecologies.
Technology shapes the ways we access and create information, and I assert that
students need to develop digital literacies, not just through discussing these concepts in
class, but by putting them into practice. My composition courses culminate with a group
assignment that asks the students select various technologies from different historical
periods, thoroughly research these technologies, and present an argument that these
technologies have shaped the ways we compose in some way. Their research is
remediated as a digital archive, and hosted through a public website that utilizes images,
sounds, and video so they can understand their research as dynamic and linked to other
research. As students develop the literacies they need to present their research, they
not only see the development of writing practices through changes in technologies, but
they also experience the ways digital tools and technologies are constructing their
composition practices in this project. The completed digital archives are as diverse as
the tools the students use to create them, ranging from researching medieval practices
of heraldry as a form of visual rhetoric to researching the Nazca Lines in South America
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as an early multimodal composition technology. These historical projects help students
see that technology has always had a material affect on the ways we compose, and that
our understanding of what is technology changes. Within these frameworks, the
students see composition as an interdisciplinary practice, networked with the
materiality of technologies and through the multimodality of communication practices,
and understand the need to continually develop their digital literacies.
My choice of assignments, like building a digital archive, is a purposeful attempt
to foster a storytelling model of participatory knowledge-making. Because students are
the creators of these digital archives and, in turn, their digital stories, they gain a sense
of knowledge-making that is networked through a technological ecology that uncovers
the complex relationships between creator and user (or, in storytelling models,
storyteller and listeners). Through these knowledge-making models, students
understand digital literacies such as access, audience, and agency. Students are often
unaware of issues of access, audience, and agency in digital spaces even though this is
where they will conduct most of their research during these assignments. With more
and more information being stored and created digitally and even as we are asking
them to do the same thing, students need to develop research literacies that will help
them not only understand these issues, but put them into practice. Creating a digital
archive, as I will explain, they move from being solitary researchers to joining the
conversation of scholars to help them prepare for research beyond the composition
classroom while interrogating how sources such as the archive are actually created,
interrogating that space, and putting it into practice.
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If we can talk in terms of space and materiality of the archive with our students,
we can open up spaces where we can create stories about access more than just a
surface level with our students. As we start talking about archives in the class, we share
stories about the notion of “telling” history and socially constructed archives. We talk
about the material access issues of the archive as students visit the university’s archives
and then explore how they are represented digitally to talk about how they are re-told
and reconstructed. All of these discussions bring up issues of meaningful access. The
student-scholar-storyteller can make these connections as they work through our final
research project in the first-year composition. For this project, I ask students to pick a
local person, building, story, myth, etc. and create a digital archive, emphasizing the
importance of physical place and environment as well. As they work together in groups,
they go out into the community and start gathering research. During this process, we
continue to discuss what processes and procedures they are going through to access
this information. Then they create a website where they are expected to now present
all of their information and research in some interactive way through design, video,
images, and text.
As they create this archive, they engage with issues as access as they have to
think critically about the audience they are creating this site for. Audience becomes not
necessarily something they can just merely imagine, but rather something they need to
engage and actually think about how they would gather this audience to their
website. Audience and access connect in ways that students can work through and with
as both become material to them and in a storied relationship with them. Throughout
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this assignment, they not only are using archival research methods to access
information, but they will also learn how to synthesize, collect, and publish their
research findings publicly as they consider audience, usability, and design. This learning
isn’t being passed down through lecturing typical of top-down models of
education. They are working through research processes in engaging and meaningful
ways through the stories they create and share.

6.4

Conclusion: Continuing Stories

This dissertation is a story, and as such, I return where I began--on a storied
research trip, this time to Cherokee, NC. As we drove cautiously and hesitantly through
the dense fog engulfing the mountains, we heard stories from tribal council members
and elders about the Qualla Boundary, a land trust supervised by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and home to the Eastern Band of Cherokee. This land, sought after by settlers as
early as the sixteenth century when Spanish settlers moved through, held promises of
gold and silver. This land is scattered with evidence of the collisions between settler and
indigenous cultures—collisions sparked by the desire of raw materials embedded deep
in the mountains. During our drive, one of the Cherokee elders leading our trip
explained casually of how the Cherokee named places. The town of Dahlonega, Georgia
came to serve as a prime example. He explained that this town was the site of the first
gold rush in the United States. Belonging to the Cherokee at the time, the town was
named de-lo-ni-ge, meaning “yellow” for the sought after metal. Consequently, this land
was often trespassed on by settlers in search of the gold and subsequently became
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some of the first land to be taken from the Cherokee. Later, the area became known for
its iron ore and marble deposits as well as a vast supply of timber for the logging
industry. As we continued to drive through these winding roads up to Clingman’s Dome,
a sacred site for the Cherokee, we continued to talk about the affects that industry and
the production of raw materials left on both the land and the tribe and how this history
still affects the land and tribal policy. During these moments, the past and present
realities were fused into a singular moment.
Looking back on this early portion of the trip, I understand now how the
Cherokee came to understand the land—it was a part of them and a part of their history,
and I would not have been able to understand this connection unless I had made the
trip. Deloria explains this way of thinking well. He writes, “Tribal society is of such a
nature that one must experience it from the inside. It is holistic, and logical analysis will
only return you to your starting premise none the wiser for the trip. Being inside a tribal
universe is so comfortable and reasonable that it acts like a narcotic” (We Talk, 12). The
land we drove through and the stories we heard were all connected to our situation.
This wasn’t the linear progression of one event leading to another—this was circular,
closed-looped reasoning. In this sense, our trip began with a narrative about ecological
relationships, and through these storied experiences, my view of the Qualla Boundary
changed. The land, the towns, the histories were speaking, and we couldn’t help but
listen.
Another portion of our trip included a visit to the New Kituwah Academy, a
Cherokee language immersion school that teaches 6 month-olds through second
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graders in only Cherokee. Talking with Gillian Jackson, the director of the school and
speaker, I found out that the school used to be a mountain resort and tourist
destination that was not owned and operated by the tribe, but located on tribal lands.
However, as tourism waned, the tribe purchased the building and outfitted it as a
school. The unique part of this building is its incorporation of local materials as well as
being designed to bring the outside in. Vast windows in each classroom blended nature
and the building seamlessly as the building is settled off the road with the mountain
forest right behind it. On many occasions, Gil mentioned how elk, turkey, deer,
groundhogs, and all sorts of wildlife would walk right up to these windows as the
students sit in their classrooms. He was clear to point out that this fit well with
traditional beliefs and teachings about being stewards of the land and in relation with all
things. This tradition is reinforced by hiking trips around the school as the students
learn from a young age about the importance of traditional plants that are locally
sourced.
The New Kituwah Academy tells the story of how a place can be revived and
repurposed after industry, in this case tourism, has left, and how the environment is
brought back into a sustained relationship within the community. However, much more
is at stake in indigenous places, and contemporary experiences cannot be left out in
these stories. It goes without irony that this place is now the site of language
revitalization. Cherokee is a highly endangered language with fewer and fewer speakers
remaining. This school is part of a language revitalization through total immersion to not
only help keep the language alive, but to develop a new generation of first-language
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Cherokee speakers. This site as story isn’t a refurbishing and repurposing of place; it’s a
story of survival and hope. Linda Tuhiwai Smith explains:
The problem is that constant efforts by governments, states, societies
and institutions to deny the historical formations of such conditions have
simultaneously denied our claims to humanity, to having a history, and to
all sense of hope. To acquiesce is to lose ourselves entirely and implicitly
agree with all that has been said about us. To resist is to retrench in the
margins, retrieve ‘what we were and remake ourselves’. The past, our
stories local and global, the present, our communities, cultures,
languages and social practices—all may be spaces of marginalization, but
that have also become spaces of resistance and hope. (Smith 4)
The New Kituwah Academy speaks out in resistance of dominating narratives that a
tourist resort, not owned and operated by the tribe, speaks of. This building not only is a
remaking of the resort, but a remaking of a peoples that, despite all efforts to erase the
tribe and its culture out, not only remain, but are actively reclaiming culture. These
stories tell us how and why we need storytelling methodology to help navigate the
structures imposed on a place and to rekindle the relationships that have been severed.
These stories we share develop our theoried worlds, weaving together agents in
diverse worldviews and develop meaningful relationships that seek to sustain the
academic community--not divide and silo off. Influenced by a drive to seek out
interdisciplinary connections within Rhetoric and Composition and to put these
intersections into practice, this dissertation seeks out the ways indigenous ways of
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knowing, such as storytelling, can provide a heuristic to understand the ways our
dappled discipline works to create community-based knowledges, and how these
knowledges sustained through storytelling can recover the histories in our discipline by
opening up our boundaries framed by dominant origin stories. As I continue this work, I
hope to expand this project into pedagogical practices and digital literacies. Present in
these pedagogical moments are deep implications for indigenous epistemologies
developed through storytelling to extend into our classroom practices in order to create
a more open, inclusive learning variety that engages a variety of learning styles.
This dissertation is a story and now this story is yours. Do with it what you will,
remembering the power of such stories as you engage in knowledge-making praxis with
all your relations.
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Education
Doctorate of Philosophy in English
Purdue University (August 2016)
Primary Area: Rhetoric and Composition
Secondary Areas: Indigenous Rhetorics; Public Rhetorics; Rhetoric, Technology, and
Digital Writing; Professional Writing
Committee: Patricia Sullivan (chair), Jennifer Bay, Samantha Blackmon, Thomas Rickert
Dissertation: Listening to Our Stories in Dusty Boxes: Indigenous Storytelling
Methodologies, Archival Practices, and the Cherokee Female Seminary
Master of Arts in English
Purdue University, 2011
Primary Area: Rhetoric and Composition
Committee: Jennifer Bay (chair), Samantha Blackmon, Thomas Rickert
Thesis: Writing Orality: Claiming Rhetorical Sovereignty in Ecologies of Rhetorics
Bachelor of Arts in English, Magna cum Laude
University of Oklahoma, 2005
Concentration: Theory and Cultural Studies
Minor: History
Publications
Peer-Reviewed
Legg, Emily. “Daughters of the Seminaries: Re-Landscaping History through the
Composition Courses at the Cherokee Female Seminary.” College Composition
and Communication 66:1 (2014): 67-90. Print.
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Legg, Emily and Patricia Sullivan. “Methodological Ballast: Storytelling as a Balancing
Practice in the Study of Posthuman Praxis.” Posthuman Praxis. Eds. Kristen Moore
and Dan Richards. (Book under review) 22 pp.
Legg, Emily. “Networked Knowledges, Digital Spaces: Storytelling as Decolonial Online
Pedagogy.” (under review) 3 pp. Multimodal.
Legg, Emily. “Writing as Technology: Fostering Student Engagement through Digital
Archives.” (under review) 6 pp. Multimodal.
Editorially-Reviewed
Legg, Emily and Adam Strantz. “Where Composition Goes to Work: A Digital Archive of
the Public Face of 4Cs.” Pearson Emerging Pedagogies. (2013): n. pag. Web.
International & National Conference Presentations
Cultural Rhetorics
“Daughters of the Seminaries: Re-Landscaping Disciplinary History at the Cherokee
Female Seminary.” Rhetoric Society of America. San Antonio, TX. 2014.
“Listening to Our Stories in Dusty Boxes: Indigenous Research Methodologies, Archival
Practices, and the Cherokee Female Seminary.” Native American and Indigenous
Studies Association (NAISA) Conference. Washington, D.C. 2015. (International
Conference)
“Selu’s Body: Toward an Indigenous Understanding of Bodies, Community, and
Knowledge.” Native American and Indigenous Studies Association (NAISA)
Conference. Uncasville, CT. 2012. (International Conference)
“She May Stand Here Always Ready: Seeing the Cherokee Female Seminary in the
Histories of Rhetoric and Composition.” Cultural Rhetorics Conference. East
Lansing, MI. 2014.
Digital Rhetorics
“Access, Audience, Agency: What the Digital Archive Has to Teach Students.”
Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC). Atlanta, GA.
2011.
"From Third Person Writer to First Person Speaker: Facebook, Real-Time and the
Refocus of Ethos In/With the Composition Student." Computers and Writing
Conference. West Lafayette, IN. 2010.
“My Little (Othered) Pony: Friendship Gets Complicated.” Feminism and Rhetorics
Conference. Mankato, MN. 2011.
“Networked Knowledge, Digital Spaces: Storytelling as Decolonial Methodology.”
Computers and Writing Conference. Pullman, WA. 2014. (Reviewed by the
Sweetland Digital Rhetoric Collaborative:
http://www.digitalrhetoriccollaborative.org/2014/07/17/decentering-whitenessin-the-digital-humanities-throughwith-decolonial-methodologies-session-f7/)
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“Throw Tomahawk, Cast Spirit Walk: The Problems of Agency and Representation of
American Indians in Video Games.” Rhetoric Society of America. Philadelphia, PA.
2012.
“The TOWN Project: Student-Driven Collaborative Learning through Social Media.” CCCC
Computer Connection. St. Louis, MO. 2012.
“Uncovering History in the Interface: Fostering Student Engagement with Writing
Technologies through Historically-Situated Writing Practices.” Computers and
Writing Conference. Frostburg, MD. 2013.
“Writing Our Way(s): (Re)Negotiating Native American Identities Through/With
Technology.” Computers and Writing Conference. Raleigh, NC. 2012.
Graduate Workshops & Invited Talks
“Digital Rhetorics in the Composition Classroom.” Purdue Writing Lab Brown Bag. West
Lafayette, IN. 2011. Workshop.
“Introducing Custer Died For Your Sins (Vine Deloria)” Purdue University Minority
Rhetorics Graduate Seminar. West, Lafayette, IN. 2012. Lecture.
“It’s Getting Hot in Here: Intersectionality and Video Games.” Not Your Mama’s Gamer.
April 1, 2011. Podcast.
“NDN Activism and Deloria’s Teachings.” Purdue University Minority Rhetorics Graduate
Seminar. West, Lafayette, IN. 2015. Lecture.
“Press X To Teach: Games as Means and Methodology in the Composition Classroom.”
Computers and Writing Conference. Frostburg, MD. 2013. Workshop.
“Teaching Digital Projects in the Composition Classroom” Purdue Writing Lab Brown
Bag. West Lafayette, IN. 2011. Workshop.
“Teaching Portfolios and Doing Composition Research.” Purdue Writing Lab Brown Bag.
West Lafayette, IN. 2012. Workshop.
“Using Website and Deign in the Composition Classroom.” Purdue Writing Lab Brown
Bag. West Lafayette, IN. 2012. Workshop.
Awards & Honors
Excellence in Teaching Award, 2015
Awarded by Purdue University, Department of English; highest teaching award given by
department
Ford Foundation Dissertation Fellowship Honorable Mention, 2015
National Fellowship seeks to increase the diversity of the nation’s college and
universities faculties
Bilsland Dissertation Fellowship Departmental Finalist, Purdue University, 2015
Fellowship awards outstanding Ph.D. candidates in their final year of doctoral degree
completion
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Learning Communities Momentum Keeper Award, Purdue University, 2014
Awarded to learning community instructors who create opportunities for student
connection and involvement
Quintilian Teaching Award, Purdue University, Spring 2012, Fall 2012, Fall 2013
Awarded to the top 10% of composition instructors and based on course evaluations
Purdue Learning Community Advocate Award Finalist, Purdue University, 2013
Awarded to learning community instructors who have gone above and beyond
expectations
“Most Polished Presentation” Empirical Research Award, Purdue University, 2013
Awarded by program for empirical study, “Crowdsourcing the Public Work of CCCCs”
“Best Poster” Empirical Research Award, Purdue University, 2013
Awarded by program for empirical study, “Crowdsourcing the Public Work of CCCCs”
“People’s Choice” Empirical Research Award, Purdue University, 2013
Awarded by program for empirical study, “Crowdsourcing the Public Work of CCCCs”
John Quincy Adams Award for Excellence in History of Rhetoric, Purdue University, 2011
Awarded by program for excellence in 18th-19th century rhetorical theory
Fellowships
American Indian Graduate Center Fellowship, 2015
Merit- and need-based fellowship offered to American Indian and Alaska Native
graduate students; funded dissertation research and conference travel.
Purdue Research Foundation Fellowship Summer 2015
Merit-based funding for continued dissertation research; funded additional archival
research, writing, and travel.
Purdue Research Foundation Fellowship Summer 2014
Merit-based funding for dissertation research; funded archival work and conference
travel to present on early dissertation research.
Crouse Promising Scholar Professional Writing Fellowship, Purdue University, Spring
2012
Merit-based funding supporting exceptional ability and promise of first- year PhD
students in technical and professional writing and digital rhetorics.
David M Knox Fellowship, Purdue University, Fall 2009-Spring 2011
University wide merit-based recruitment fellowship for underrepresented minority
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groups in graduate studies at the MA level; based on superior academic achievement
and scholarly abilities aimed at enhancing the graduate student body through a diversity
of backgrounds, views, and experiences.
Teaching: Graduate Courses in Rhetoric & Composition
ENGL 505a: Approaches to Teaching College English I
Purdue University, Fall 2013, Fall 2014: 2 sections
ENGL 505a is a pedagogy course required for new instructors in Purdue’s Introductory
Composition program. In this course, new instructors are given support during their first
year teaching through a mentoring system. As instructor on record, I ground the course
in the idea that teaching is an intellectual activity that can never be mastered. My
materials are informed by principles of rhetoric and their application in pedagogical
theories of teaching writing, assessment, and managing classrooms. In addition to
preparing new TAs for the classroom, this course provides TAs with a pedagogical and
rhetorical foundation that will apply not only to teaching composition but also to future
courses. During the semester, graduate students work on course materials that include
theoretical frameworks, best practices in teaching, and pedagogical development
through coursework and workshops. I also observe and assess their classroom
management styles as well as guide them during the creation of the second semester
teaching materials through workshops and individual meetings.
ENGL 505b: Approaches to Teaching College English II
Purdue University, Spring 2014, Spring 2015: 2 sections
As part of a year-long pedagogy course, new instructors are required to complete this
continuing pedagogy practicum. As instructor on record, I design the course to
emphasize historical and contemporary approaches to Composition Studies,
Composition theory, as well as scholarly professionalization. Through these frameworks,
the course focuses on training instructors to apply theoretical understandings of writing
and teaching as they develop approaches to teaching introductory composition. New
TAs focus on professionalization of teaching by developing teaching materials informed
by their own disciplines in addition to being grounded deeply in composition theories.
These materials as well as their teaching philosophies are remediate into an online
portfolio, suitable for documenting teaching, teaching effectiveness, and professional
development. Throughout the course, I offer mentoring through teaching observations,
class workshops, and individual meetings in order to promote continued exploration of
pedagogical practices, teaching and scholarly intersections, and continued support
through the first year of teaching.
Teaching: Undergraduate Courses in Rhetoric & Composition
ENGL 106: Computer Graphics Technology Learning Community
Purdue University, Fall 2012, Fall 2013: 2 sections
This first year composition course is specifically aimed at facilitating community and
scholarship with a select group of freshman Computer Graphics Technology (CGT)
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majors. This course is paired with additional courses within the CGT major in order to
facilitate interdisciplinary work and curriculum cohesion. I design this composition
course to focus on the academic importance of digital spaces and technology through
composition and document design in order to promote writing across the curriculum.
More than passively consuming technology, students are given the opportunity to
produce digital artifacts in various projects including infographics, podcasts, videos,
digital archives, and electronic portfolios. The course also investigates histories of
composition technologies, stressing writing and composition as technologies. Through
examining symbols, pictures, and other signs related to usability, students understand
the complicated interactions between print and digitality. In addition to classwork, I also
work closely with the College of Technology to develop extracurricular activities that are
both social and academic in nature. These activities have included visiting campus
resources, movie nights with animation professors to discuss animation applications in
films, video game nights, and hosting guest speakers in the classroom.
ENGL 106: Digital Rhetorics in First Year Composition
Purdue University, Fall 2010-Spring 2012: 4 sections
Syllabus Approach Creator, Pilot Program
In developing this course, I create materials and assignments that aim to situate
students within digital rhetorics and focus on questions of access, literacy,
play/invention, genre/medium, and fair use/ownership. These questions apply both to
the students themselves and their audiences as they work with digital rhetorics both
online and offline, with new technology, and with digital spaces. In addition to more
traditional writing genres (narratives, profiles, rhetorical analyses), students create
projects such as video essays, PSAs, digital archives, websites, and podcasts. The course
also brings in outside readings in from game studies, digital humanities, computers and
writing, and composition theory.
ENGL 106: Real Texts, Rhetorical Situations in First Year Composition
Purdue University, Fall 2009-Spring 2010: 2 sections
During these courses, students learn how to analyze as well as compose texts through
genres with a strong focus on traditional rhetorical appeals. In addition to in-depth
discussions and assignments stressing the use of rhetorical appeals, students are asked
to understand and audiences, both imagined and real. I design a variety of assignments
including proposals, narratives, rhetorical analyses, and a research paper that are aimed
at helping students transfer academic writing skills into workplace writing. Several of
the assignments I design include multimodal components such as podcasts, videos, eportfolios. The course aims to make connections between typical academic genres to
professional and workplace writing so that these skills will transfer for students as they
progress through their degree and beyond.
ENGL 108: Accelerated Composition With Service Learning
Purdue University, Fall 2011: 1 section
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In this course, advanced composition students engage in public discourse and writing as
they work closely with the greater community to produce materials for outreach and
accessibility. In this specific section, students worked with the West Lafayette Public
Library. The library asked students to conduct research on the international student
population at Purdue in order to make multimodal projects for the library, including
video tours, brochures, instructions, and signage. In addition to the work the students
produced, they also worked as student volunteers for the library and reflected on their
student volunteer work so that they could make connections between the workplace
and writing practices. This course teaches students professional and workplace writing
skills and stresses the importance of composition in everyday texts in addition to writing
for a diverse population.
Teaching: Undergraduate Courses in Professional Writing
ENGL 203: Research Methods in Professional Writing
Purdue University, Fall 2014: 1 section
ENGL 203 is the core research methods course for the Professional Writing
undergraduate major and serves as an introduction to the methods and methodologies
used in professional and technical communication. In developing the materials for this
course, I framed the course through feminist and decolonial research methodologies to
help students situate themselves in research praxis and understand their roles as both
researcher and professional writers. Students learn to read studies in the discipline as
well as design and conduct research studies within the realm of Professional and
Technical Writing. Students are introduced to research methods and their
methodologies preparing them to answer questions, solve problems, and investigate
phenomena in a variety of ways. This course, taught in a computer-mediated space,
introduces bibliographic, quantitative, and qualitative research methods, which results
in an empirical research proposal and poster session for the students (undergraduate
and graduate) and faculty in Professional Writing.
ENGL 420: Business Writing
Purdue University, Fall 2012-Spring 2013: 3 sections
English 420 teaches students the rhetorical principles and writing practices necessary for
producing effective business letters, memos, reports, and collaborative projects in
professional contexts. My curriculum is informed by current research in rhetoric and
professional writing and is guided by the needs and practices of business, industry, and
society at large, as well as by the expectations of Purdue students and programs. All
sections of English 420 are offered in networked computer classrooms or exclusively
online to ensure that students taking the course are prepared for the writing
environment of the 21st-century workplace. The course teaches the rhetorical principles
that help students shape their business writing ethically, for multiple audiences, in a
variety of professional situations.
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Teaching: Undergraduate Distance Learning Courses
ENGL 420Y: Business Writing Distance Learning
Purdue University, Fall 2015:2 sections
As an online course, 420Y teaches students the rhetorical principles and writing
practices necessary for producing effective business letters, memos, reports, and
collaborative projects in professional contexts. The course teaches the rhetorical
principles that help students shape their business writing ethically, for multiple
audiences, in a variety of professional situations. My curriculum is guided by the needs
and practices of business, industry, and society at large, as well as by the expectations of
Purdue students and programs. Online sections are taught exclusively online to ensure
that students taking the course are prepared for the writing environment of the 21stcentury workplace through collaborative writing, online communication, and workplace
technologies.
ENGL 421Y: Technical Writing Distance Learning
Purdue University, Spring 2014, Spring 2015: 2 sections
English 421Y is a distance learning (online) course, designed to help students become
better technical communicators, whose work is characterized by the presentation of
technical material in written and visual formats that are user centered and aware of
audience and context. The course and its principles are grounded in rhetorical theory
and informed by current research in technical communication. This class, in content and
form, models successful communication practices for multiple audiences and multiple
purposes. Students work individually and in groups in an online environment and learn
effective strategies for communicating about and with technology, particularly in
networked workplaces and through usability testing. To achieve success in this course,
students must display the ability to succeed in future workplaces by developing a variety
of informative and visually effective print and electronic documents.
Academic & Administrative Appointments
Assistant Director of Rhetoric and Composition
Rhetoric and Composition Graduate Program, Purdue University, Fall 2013-2015
As assistant director, I mentored ~60 current graduate students, recruited and consulted
with new and prospective graduate students, coordinated social gatherings for
networking, recruitment, outreach, and professionalization. As part of my tenure, I also
developed professionalization workshops, organized conference travel for graduate
students, coordinated visits for the Hutton Lecture Series speakers, maintained and
updated program listservs, and maintained the program website.
Mentor, New Graduate Instructors
Introduction to Composition at Purdue, Purdue University, Fall 2013-2015
As a mentor to 18 new graduate instructors over two years, I designed orientation
activities and workshops for new teaching assistants from various programs within the
English department, taught composition theory and practicums, observed instructors,
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provided verbal and written feedback on teaching practices and course materials, and
met regularly with mentees to offer support, advice, and feedback on classroom
management in addition to research and teaching balance.
Syllabus Approach Leader, Digital Rhetorics Syllabus Approach
Introductory Composition at Purdue (ICaP), 2011-2013
As a syllabus approach leader, I developed additional assignments for the Digital
Rhetorics syllabus approach, oversaw the pedagogical initiatives, and lead caucuses and
pedagogical workshops each semester. During my tenure, I mentored up to 20
instructors who were also part of the syllabus approach, worked with the Pedagogical
Committee and director of Composition to match the goals of the Digital Rhetorics
approach with the goals, means, and outcomes of Purdue’s Composition program, and
documented and archived syllabus materials digitally through the Introductory
Composition at Purdue website.
Co-Creator, Digital Rhetorics Syllabus Approach
Introductory Composition at Purdue (ICaP), Piloted 2010-2011
As part of a pedagogical initiative, I designed and created a new syllabus approach for
introductory composition that focused on the use of writing in digital spaces through
the remediation of print-based composing into multimodal compositions. This approach
was approved through the Introductory Writing Committee, and has since become one
of the successful syllabus approaches in our composition program, with as many as 28
composition sections adapting this syllabus approach.
Writing Center Experience
Writing Assistant, Honors College
University of Oklahoma, 2002-2005
As a writing assistant, I worked with faculty through the Honors College Writing Center
by meeting individually with students enrolled in courses for the American Prospective
Symposiums, including Jazz Age America, Race & Ethnicity in America, American
Religions, and What is Science?. In addition to holding weekly office hours, I provided
feedback and tutoring during individual conferences on grammar, style, organization,
analysis, research, and other writing concerns. I also developed undergraduate
workshops through the Honors College and authored several handouts over various
writing topics and student concerns.
Industry Experience
Contract Analyst in Risk Communication
Chesapeake Energy, Oklahoma City, 2007-2008
As a contract analyst, I advised oil and gas personnel on service agreement contracts
and acted as an intermediary between the field and the legal department. This position
required me to act as the single contact for 1500+ vendors as I worked to translate legal
terminology and present the content in an understandable and accessible manner
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through various modes of communication (in written, verbal, and online
communication).
Grant Funded Research
Pearson Emerging Pedagogies Research and Travel Grant
Spring 2013
Grant-funded research and travel funds helped develop a method of crowdsourcing the
public work of scholars at the Conference on College Composition and Communication
(CCCC). Research was presented at the conference as well as developed into a webbased publication based on empirical research.
Bill and Melinda Gates Grant
TOWN: The Online Writing Network, 2011-2013
Grant-funded project with the Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL); served as a content
developer with a team of professors, graduate students, and web developers, creating a
digital platform aimed at transitioning high school students to college composition
practices. Researched, developed, and integrated ideas of gamification and play into the
design of the platform to create an engaging learning space.
Digital Projects & Scholarship
“The Public Work of CCCCs: Where Composition Goes to Work”
http://bimulous.net/public4cs/, Pearson Project Emerging Pedagogies Research and
Travel Grant, Pearson Education
“Between the Decolonial and the Indigenous: Locating Histories, Situating
Methodologies” http://www.bimulous.net/rhetmethods/, Rhetorical Methodologies
Seminar, Patricia Sullivan
“Gaming Composition: Creating Student Sovereignty Through Transformative Play”
http://www.wix.com/emilymarie82/gaming-composition, Writing in Virtual Worlds
Seminar, Samantha Blackmon
Community Engagement Projects
Volunteer, Tippecanoe County Historical Association
Lafayette, IN, 2013
Developed and conducted a survey with local education officials as TCHA developed a
History on Tour mobile unit to bring educational materials that meet core standards to
the greater Lafayette Community.
Board Member, Words on the Go
Tippecanoe County, IN, 2010-2011
Served as a board member for Words on the Go, a Not-for-Profit organization, that
promotes local poetry and art on public transportation in Tippecanoe County
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Volunteer Director, West Lafayette Public Library
West Lafayette, IN, Fall 2011
Organized student volunteers and directed student research to meet the needs of the
library reach out to the international community at Purdue and in West Lafayette, IN.
Intern, Tippecanoe County Historical Association
Lafayette, IN, Summer 2010
Processed archival collections as well as catalogued research done by Mary MoyersJohnson on the Battle of Tippecanoe and Fort Ouiatenon.
Professional Service
Mentor Committee
Purdue University, Fall 2013-Spring 2015
Met regularly to discuss programmatic goals, develop mentoring materials for all new
graduate TAs, maintain open lines of communication between directors and new
graduate TAs, and to develop extended mentoring workshops for all new TAs.
Peer Reviewer
Present Tense: A Journal of Rhetoric and Society, 2014-2015
Blind-review articles suitable for publishing in an online journal focused on
contemporary social, cultural, political, and economic issues, through a rhetorical lends.
Submissions can be multimodal, using oral, visual, as well as textual formats.
Pedagogical Initiatives Committee (PIC)
Purdue University, Spring 2011-Spring 2013
Served as the Digital Rhetorics Syllabus Approach Leader during tenure, acted as a
liaison between the syllabus approach members and the Pedagogical Initiatives
Committee, and developed and revised existing pedagogical initiatives, goals, means,
and outcomes. Elected position.
Introductory Writing Committee (IWC)
Purdue University, Fall 2011-Spring 2012
Developed programmatic goals in first-year composition, updated goals, means, and
outcomes, oversaw various syllabus approaches and approved curriculum design for
composition courses. Elected position.
Professional Societies
American Indian Caucus at CCCCs
Coalition of Women Scholars in the History of Rhetoric and Composition (CWSHRC)
Council for Programs in Technical and Scientific Communication (CPTSC)
Modern Language Association (MLA)
National Council of Teachers in English (NCTE)
Native American and Indigenous Studies Association (NAISA)
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Phi Beta Kappa
Rhetoric Society of America (RSA)
Special Interest Group on the Design of Communication (SIGDOC)

